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Executive Summary

Research indicates that there are a number of factors that contribute to the steady increase in the percentage of the population over the age of sixty (60). Unfortunately, due to a myriad of reasons, some individuals age sixty (60) and over are unable to make decisions regarding their health, safety and resources due to mental or physical impairments. Regrettably, these individuals sometimes do not have a trustworthy person to assist them in making important decisions. As a result, some of these individuals become the target of fraud, abuse, neglect, and undue influence.

Since 1986, the Tennessee Public Guardianship for the Elderly program has ensured the health and welfare of some of Tennessee’s most vulnerable residents by serving as the court-appointed guardian for individuals age sixty (60) and over who are unable to make decisions and who have no one else ready, willing, or able to assist.

The need for the Tennessee Public Guardianship for the Elderly Program is evident. In state fiscal year 2016, The Annual Statistical Report of the Tennessee Judiciary, produced by the Tennessee Administrative Office of the Courts, noted that 3,259 conservatorship and guardianship cases were filed in chancery, probate, and circuit courts in counties across Tennessee. While this data includes guardianship and conservatorship cases filed for all ages, this data reflects a steady growth in the number of conservatorship and guardianship cases filed over the last several years. It should be noted that a total of 8,474 guardianship and conservatorship cases have been filed in courts all across Tennessee over the last three state fiscal years.

Public Chapter 427 was sponsored by Tennessee Senators Rusty Crowe and Mark Norris as well as House of Representatives members Cameron Sexton, Dale Carr, Patsy Hazlewood, Mark White, G.A. Hardaway, Rick Staples, John Crawford and Brenda Gilmore. This piece of legislation was passed by the 110th General Assembly. Governor Bill Haslam signed the bill into law on May 18, 2017. Public Chapter 427 required the Tennessee Commission on Aging and Disability (herein referred to as “TCAD”) to work with several state agencies and other stakeholders to complete a review of the current system of public guardianship in Tennessee. TCAD was instructed to examine the public guardianship for the elderly program’s existing procedures and resources, accessibility to the program, current and potential future caseloads of the program, and best practices from other states with similar programs. In order to fulfill this mandate, TCAD conducted nine (9) community meetings throughout the state of Tennessee and met with stakeholders involved in guardianship.

The research, community forums, and special interest group meetings conducted pursuant to the requirements of Public Chapter 427 demonstrate that the need for guardianship services is increasing just as the population in Tennessee over the age of sixty (60) is increasing. This study provided a unique opportunity to examine the existing public guardianship system and work with stakeholders to brainstorm ideas and potential solutions to bridge the gap between the current resources of the public guardianship for the elderly program and the anticipated need for the program in the future. TCAD
strongly believes that implementation of all or part of the recommendations included in this report could ensure that those Tennesseans who are the most vulnerable have access to guardianship services needed to promote the highest quality of life.
Preface

This report was drafted and prepared by the Tennessee Commission on Aging and Disability (hereafter “TCAD”). Public Chapter 427 required TCAD to establish a working group and complete a review of the current system of public guardians in Tennessee. TCAD has worked with the Tennessee Department of Human Services, division of Adult Protective Services, the Council on Developmental Disabilities, the Administrative Office of the Courts, the Tennessee Department of Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, the Area Agencies on Aging and Disabilities, and other stakeholders involved with guardianship as well as aging and disability services. The recommendations put forth by TCAD are based on the information compiled from review of the public guardianship system in Tennessee, discussion and suggestions from the community forums held across the state, input from special interest group meetings, input from the working group, and from research on best practices of other states with similar public guardianship programs.
Guardianship and Public Guardianship

Guardianship, also referred to as conservatorship, is a legal proceeding that, when deemed necessary by a court, removes rights from an individual, allowing a surrogate decision maker to be appointed by a court to make decisions for the individual. Pursuant to a study entitled “Wards of the State: A National Study of Public Guardianship”, authors Teaster, Woods, Laurence and Schmidt (2007) define the purpose of guardianship to “protect at-risk individuals” and provide for the individuals’ needs “while at the same time, removing fundamental rights.” (p. 196). Guardianship is generally only considered if alternatives to guardianship have proven ineffective or unavailable. Types of guardianship can include: person only (where the guardian makes healthcare and related decisions), property only (where the guardian makes financial related decisions), and person and property (where the guardian makes healthcare and financial decisions for an individual). Private or corporate guardians, family members, and public guardians can be appointed by a court as surrogate decision makers and provide guardianship services to individuals in need of such services.

Guardianship has been defined as:

A relationship created by state law in which a court gives one person (the guardian) the duty and power to make personal and/or property decisions for another (the ward or the incapacitated person). The appointment of a guardian occurs when a judge decides an individual lacks capacity to make decisions on his or her own behalf. (Teaster, et al., 2007, p. 196)

Public guardians are an important subset of guardians generally. In general, public guardianship programs are creations of state statute and provide guardianship services to a particular population. There is some discussion around the exact definition of a public guardian. An article by Siemon, Hurme, and Sabatino (1993) entitled “Public Guardianship: What Is It and What Does it Need?”, the authors define a public guardian as:

a non-private individual or agency (including an employee of the state or county, a governmental office, quasi-governmental program, or volunteer program that receives some state or county government funding and/or oversight) lawfully invested with the power and duty to take care of people and manage their property and rights because they are considered incapable of managing their own affairs by reason of some peculiarity of status. (p. 588).

A huge difference between a private or family guardian and a public guardian is that a public guardian or public guardian program receives “most, if not all, of it’s funding from a governmental entity” (Teaster et al., 2007, p. 201). In most instances, these funds are provided through state appropriates, county funds, fees, and Medicaid or any combination of these sources of funding. (Teaster et al., 2007, p. 201).
Research indicates that the vast majority of states have a public guardianship program that operates in some form or fashion. (Siemon et al., 1993, pp. 590-594). Some of the public guardianship programs serve elderly incapacitated individuals only, while other programs serve both the elderly and younger individuals who do not have decisional capacity. (Teaster et al., 2007, p. 201). Research shows that for almost all public guardianship programs "statutes generally provide that the public guardian has the same duties and powers as any other guardian" while some state statutes set forth additional duties and responsibilities unique to public guardians. (Teaster et al., 2007, p. 201).

Regardless of exactly how the term "public guardian" is defined, there is little dispute that there are trends in society that have "escalated the need for guardianship." (Teaster et al., 2007, p. 195). These trends include the graying of America as more and more Baby Boomers turn 65, the aging of adults with disabilities, advancements in modern medical care that allows for longer life, the rise in instances of elder abuse, and globalization and the increased movement of society that leads to family members living further and further apart. (Teaster et al., 2007, p. 195).

Survey Research on Public Guardianship Programs

The National Guardianship Association (NGA) held its annual conference on October 28 through October 30, 2017. One of the breakout sessions entitled "An Examination of the Models of the Offices of Public Guardian" concentrated on the structure of public guardianship programs in eleven (11) states. Shannon Alvey, Director for the State of Utah Office of Public Guardian conducted a survey of the state level Public Guardianship offices in California, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, North Dakota, New England, Texas, Iowa, Tennessee, Ohio, and Delaware (Public Guardian Survey et al., 2017, p. 3-12).

The survey yielded several interesting information and statistics relative to the eleven (11) programs surveyed. The survey revealed that sixty-four (64) percent of the states studied have state affiliate organizations. All of the programs studied reported managing an array of services for clients including management of person/health care decisions, real property, client visitation, and consent of medical, educational, vocational, socialization and transportation decisions. Of note, all of the states required the public guardianship program to file an annual status report on the status of clients as well as an annual accounting detailing income and assets for each client. All of the states studied required public guardians to conduct monthly or quarterly visits of individuals under guardianship.

The public guardianship programs surveyed served different populations with ninety-two (92) percent serving the elderly population; seventy-six (76) percent targeting the intellectual and developmental disabled population and eighty-four (84) percent targeting the eighteen (18) and over population. The information surrounding the budgets for the programs was informative. Around thirty-one (31) percent of the states reported public guardianship budgets of between five-hundred thousand 9$500,000) and one (1) million dollars, while seven (7) percent of the states studied reported budgets between six (6)
million and ten (10) million dollars. Forty-five (45) percent of the states received funds through an appropriation from their states’ general fund. Additionally, sixty-nine (69) percent of the states empower the public guardian programs to collect fees from clients in certain circumstances.

An examination of staffing levels revealed that thirty-three (33) percent of the states reported caseloads of between 151 and 300 individuals under guardianship. However, forty-one (41) percent of the states studied employ between one (1) and ten (10) staff members providing public guardianship services. The result was that thirty (30) percent of the states operate with caseloads of between twenty-one (21) and thirty (30) cases per staff member. Thirty-eight (38) percent of states surveyed required public guardians to be certified through the NGA.

This study provided a great deal of information about the eleven (11) states surveyed. The data seems to indicate that the eleven (11) programs have many similarities, many of the same requirements for public guardians, large caseloads, and few staff members.

**Overview of four other State Public Guardianship Programs**

Pursuant to the requirement of Public Chapter 427, TCAD examined the public guardianship programs in four states, Kentucky, Texas, Utah and Florida. While the programs in the four states differ in some ways from the Tennessee Public Guardianship for the Elderly Program, much can be learned from studying the best practices, requirements, and structures of the public guardianship programs of the four states.

**Kentucky**

Kentucky has a public guardianship program that is administered by the Division of Guardianship within the Department for Aging and Independent Living that is housed in the Kentucky Cabinet for Health and Family Services. While Kentucky law does permit the appointment of private or family conservators, if there is no one willing to care for the disabled person, the relevant court can appoint the Cabinet for Health and Family Services as the state guardian. The public guardianship program requires that applicants to the program are individuals eighteen (18) years of age or older with a cognitive impairment that prevents the individuals from making informed decisions. In addition, the public guardianship program can be appointed when no appropriate individual has applied to be the guardian for an individual with a disability. In order for the public guardianship program to be appointed, a court must declare that a client is both wholly or partially disabled, and unable to manage his or her personal affairs and/or financial resources.

Individuals in need of public guardianship services are served by ten (10) regional offices that can be found throughout the state of Kentucky. The duties of the state guardianship program can include full or limited guardianship or conservatorship. Once appointed, the public guardianship program can manage the client’s existing resources, assist the client with decisions, ensure that the client receives benefits that the client qualifies for, visit the client and perform many other duties as set forth by the appointing court. In 2016, a
presentation by Jessica Wayne, Assistant Director, about the public guardianship program, presented data that shows almost 900 new guardianship appointments.

Texas
The Texas Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC) operates a Guardianship Services Program. Individuals potentially eligible to become client of the program include adults or youths aging out of conservatorship and adults who either have a disability or who are sixty five (65) years of age or older and a victim of abuse, neglect, or exploitation. In general, potential clients are referred to the program by the Texas Department of Family and Protective Services agency, the Texas Adult Protective Services agency or in some instances, a court may refer a potential client directly to the program. Once appointed, the Program can assist clients as set forth in the Court order appointing the Program as the guardian of the client.

Utah
Utah maintains the Office of the Public Guardian (OPG) within the Utah Department of Human Services. The OPG was created in 1999. When the OPG is appointed by a court, it can provide guardianship and conservatorship services for adult individuals age eighteen (18) and older who are unable to make basic life decisions for themselves due to conditions such as aging-related illness, intellectual disabilities, brain injuries and mental illness.

Utah code states that:
(1) Individuals who have been found or are likely to be found legally incapacitated and in need of guardianship and/or conservatorship, and who have no other responsible, willing and able person to serve as their guardian, may be eligible for the services provided by Human Services, Office of Public Guardian "Office". Utah Admin. Code R549-1-4.

The OPG is the program of last resort and other options are explored prior to a request to appoint the OPG.

Florida
In Florida, the Statewide Public Guardianship Office was established in 1999, and since 2004, has been administratively housed within the Department of Elder Affairs. The office has the responsibility for both the registration of professional guardians and the appointment and oversight of public guardians. In 2013, the Statewide Public Guardianship Office provided public guardianship programs through seventeen local (17) offices throughout the state to every county in Florida. The office is instructed, via statute, to provide guardianship services to individuals who do not have adequate income or assets to afford a private guardian and who have no family or friend willing to serve.
Overview of the Tennessee Public Guardianship for Elderly Program

The Tennessee Public Guardianship for the Elderly Program (hereinafter the "Program") is a statutorily created program that began in Tennessee in 1986. In creating the program, the Tennessee General Assembly noted that there are many Tennesseans age sixty (60) and over who are unable to make decisions related to healthcare or manage financial resources. Tenn. Code Ann. 34-7-102. For many of these individuals, the General Assembly noted that, due to the lack of resources and/or willing and responsible family members, private conservatorship is not always an option for these individuals. Tenn. Code Ann. 34-7-102. As a result, the General Assembly established a "statewide public conservatorship program to aid disabled persons who are sixty (60) years of age or older who have no family member or friend who is willing and able to serve as conservator." Tenn. Code Ann. 34-7-102. Tennessee statute requires that the least restrictive alternative be explored for all potential clients and the Program serves as the last resort for individuals who cannot be served through less restrictive options.

Pursuant to statute, TCAD was given the administration and oversight of the Program and the ability to adopt policies to govern "the operation of district public guardians within" each of the nine development districts. Tenn. Code Ann. 34-7-103. The District Public Guardians are charged with serving as guardians for "...disabled persons who are sixty (60) years of age or older who have no family members or other person, bank or corporation willing and able to serve as conservator." Tenn. Code Ann. 34-7-201.

A court of competent jurisdiction appoints the District Public Guardians and they are responsible to carry out the duties as outlined in the appointing court order. Tenn. Code Ann. 34-7-201. The District Public Guardians are held to the same standards as conservators and guardians as outlined in Tennessee statute. In addition to serving as guardians, District Public Guardians can accept durable powers of attorney for individuals.

The Program is funded through an appropriation from the Tennessee General Assembly to the TCAD. TCAD has contractual agreements with the nine Area Agency on Aging and Disability (hereinafter "AAAD"). To implement the Program, TCAD employs a state level coordinator.

In order to provide services throughout the state, each of the nine AAADs, at a minimum, employs one full-time staff person as that area's District Public Guardian. The District Public Guardian in each AAAD is responsible for the day-to-day operations of that District Program. As long as the client is not eligible for SSI, the District Public Guardianship for the Elderly programs (hereinafter "District Programs") may collect fees from clients in certain situations. Tenn. Code Ann. 34-7-103. Each District Public Program is responsible for retaining an attorney to represent the program as the attorney of record in guardianship cases. Tenn. Code Ann. 34-7-103. In addition, the District Public Guardians provide many services to clients including visiting all clients on a monthly basis, assisting clients with making decisions, and managing client assets.
Throughout the years, the nine District Programs have maintained, and continue to maintain, very robust caseloads. The following table sets forth the most recent caseload for each of the District Programs, the total number of staff dedicated to the Program as well as the funding for each program, through November of fiscal year 2018:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Guardianship Aggregate Case Load Data - Nov 2018</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAAD</td>
<td>DPOA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACMS</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHRA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTDD</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNRC</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWTDI</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCTDD</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETDD</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWTDD</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCDD</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the data illustrates, the majority of the District Programs maintain caseloads of more than forty (40) clients. The majority of the clients are under guardianship for both person and property. For a variety of reasons, including the complexity of the cases, variations in court appointments, and the urban/rural distinction, the caseloads vary significantly from District to District.

Some District Programs include additional sources of funding outside of funding supplied by TCAD. For example, GNRC includes local funding from city and county sources to support and supplement the program. However, a constant and shared reality among all of the District Programs is that current State Appropriation has become insufficient to adequately fund the Programs. This will be particularly true in the context of the larger discussion of expanding the Program by lowering the age requirement from sixty (60) to forty (40).

The Tennessee Administrative Office of the Courts publishes an annual statistical report inclusive of information gathered from State Trial Courts; Chancery, Probate, and Circuit Courts in Tennessee (Tennessee Judiciary Report et al., 2015-2016). For fiscal year 2015-2016, there were 2,183 conservatorship/guardianship cases filed in Chancery Court while in Probate Court, there were 1,024 conservatorship/guardianship cases filed. In Circuit Court, there were 52 conservatorship/guardianship cases filed. All total, the reports indicate that 3,259 conservatorship/guardianship cases were filed during the 2015-2016 fiscal year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Court</th>
<th>Number Conservatorship / Guardianship Filings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015-2016</td>
<td>Chancery, Probate, Circuit</td>
<td>3,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-2015</td>
<td>Chancery, Probate, Circuit</td>
<td>2,532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-2014</td>
<td>Chancery, Probate, Circuit</td>
<td>2,683</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on historical statistical trends over the last two reporting years, the trend for conservatorship/guardianship cases filed at the State Trial Court level is forecasted to
increase. This forecast in future filings, is further evidence that the need for guardianship services will also increase. Based on the research and the continued aging of Tennessee’s population, there is no indication that the increase in the need for the Program will slow down or decrease in the foreseeable future.

Overview of the Tennessee Public Guardianship for the Elderly Program Study

Public Chapter No. 427 required TCAD to complete a review of the current system of public guardianship in Tennessee. TCAD established a working group that included members from the Tennessee Department of Human Services, the division of Adult Protective Services, Tennessee Council on Developmental Disabilities, the Administrative Office of the Courts, the Tennessee Department of Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, the Area Agencies on Aging and Disabilities and other stakeholders. The recommendations put forth by TCAD are based on the information compiled from review of the public guardianship system in Tennessee, community forums held across the state, special interest group meetings, and research on best practices of other states with similar programs.

TCAD held nine (9) community forums across the state of Tennessee. The forums included related professionals, city agencies, state agencies, and the legal community with a vested interest in the public guardianship program. The forms were designed in a two (2) hour format with an open discussion platform. The first forum was held on September 7th, 2017 at the South Central Tennessee Development District in Mount Pleasant, Tennessee followed by the second forum held in the Greater Nashville Regional Council area at the Metro Nashville Police Department West Precinct. The third forum was held at the East Tennessee Human Resource Agency in Knoxville, Tennessee on Sept 18, 2017. The fourth forum was held in Johnson City, Tennessee at the First Tennessee Development District on September 19, 2017. The fifth forum was held in Cookeville, Tennessee at the Upper Cumberland Development District on September, 21, 2017. The sixth forum was held in Martin, Tennessee at the Northwest Tennessee Development District offices on Sep 22, 2017. The seventh forum was held in Chattanooga, Tennessee at the Family Justice Center on September 26, 2017 with the Southeast Tennessee Development District. The eighth forum was held in Memphis, Tennessee at the Aging Commission of the Mid-South followed by the ninth and final forum in Jackson, Tennessee at the Southwest Tennessee Development District on September 27, 2017.

In addition to the community forums, special interest forums were held with members of the disability community, long-term care community, and Adult Protective services. The participants in these forums provided invaluable insight and recommendations on how guardianship affects the populations they serve.

Finally, a working group comprised of stakeholders from the disability community, long-term care community, legal community, Adult Protective Services, and AAADs met
twice during the course of this study. The working group provided direct input on recommendations contained in this report.

The feedback gleaned from these individuals, groups, and agencies were an invaluable part of the study. Although there were a myriad of thoughts and opinions, general consensus of opinion regarding several key issues and recommendations were identified. The forums and working group noted that the need for guardianship services has increased in conjunction with the baby boomer generation and more Tennesseans entering the sixty (60) and over age group. Other factors that affect the demand for more guardianship services include the Opioid epidemic and the pervasiveness of deteriorating cognitive mental health issues such as Dementia and Alzheimer’s.

In addition, as the current Program only serves Tennesseans age sixty (60) and over, the gap continues to widen among Tennesseans age nineteen (19) to fifty-nine (59) that are in need of guardianship. Lowering the age restriction of the Program to age forty (40) or fifty (50) was a consistent theme throughout the forums. The Department of Intellectual and Developmental Disability indicated that there some persons 40 years of age or older who could potentially be served by the Public Guardian Program. An informal survey of Adult Protective Services, as well as members of the disability community, revealed that there is a demand for guardianship services for individuals aged forty (40) to fifty-nine (59). At this time, it is believed that there are approximately fifty (50) individuals between forty (40) and fifty-nine (59) years of age that may potentially be eligible for services from the Program.

Several forum participants supported the idea of lowering the eligibility age for individuals who are residents of institutions and long-term care facilities. While the age restriction of sixty (60) applies to both institutionalized and home based clients alike, lowering the age eligibility of institutionalized clients would allow the Program to serve younger Tennesseans in long-term care facilities.

Another topic of discussion during the forums and work group concerned funding for the Program. Funding for the Public Guardianship program has been stagnant since the program’s inception in 1986, with state appropriations at just over one million dollars. Based on staffing, resources, and caseloads, the Program is operating at or near capacity. Without additional money and resources, the Program may not be able to effectively address and handle the ever-increasing demand for guardianship services across the state.

The manner in which the terms “Guardianship” and “Conservatorship” are referenced in statute was mentioned throughout the forums. In general, guardianship refers to the legal relationship between a minor child and a guardian, whereas conservatorship is generally used to refer to the legal relationship between an adult and a court-appointed surrogate decision maker. The Public Guardianship for the Elderly Program statute uses both terms interchangeably throughout the code section. As the Program serves those adult individuals who are sixty (60) years or older, it was discussed that the Program should be called the Public Conservatorship for the Elderly Program.
The need for continuing education and outreach was another consistent theme from the community forums. Increased outreach to Judges, Chancellors, Court clerks, Social services professionals and the general public via informational brochures, personal presentations, and online media content would promote a better understanding about the Guardianship program. The need to establish a statewide stakeholder group, beyond the working group for this study, to continue to examine the conservatorship/guardianship system in Tennessee would be beneficial in promotion of education and legislative change.

Recommendations from the Public Guardianship for the Elderly Study

The recommendations in this report are based on an examination of existing procedures and resources, current and potential future caseload, program accessibility, input from the nine public community forums, input from the three special interest group meetings, and research on legislation and best practices from other states.

1. **Education & Outreach:**
A common theme heard throughout the community and special interest forums was the need for more education and outreach to court clerks, chancellors, judges, and the general public. The participants in the forums indicated that it would be extremely helpful to have standard materials to provide information on the Public Guardianship for the Elderly Program as well as to family members who are interested in becoming a guardian for a loved one. Additionally, it would be beneficial to explore the possibility of creating a training program for family guardians that would help them understand the duties and responsibilities of serving as a guardian.

a. **Action Steps**
   i. Increased outreach to court clerks, chancellors, and judges who are involved in the Public Guardianship for the Elderly Program. This could include in-person visits and informational brochures from both the District Public Guardians and the State Public Guardianship for the Elderly program.
   ii. Research the feasibility of implementing a family conservatorship/guardianship education program in Tennessee such as the one currently in place in Florida. The Florida education program requires that all new family conservators and guardians participate in four (4) hours of training on the duties and responsibilities of a conservator/guardian prior to the issuance of letters of conservancy.
   iii. Augment education and outreach to the general public through additional education and informational brochures, fact sheets, videos, webinars and other on-line content.

2. **Statutory Change:**
During the forums, the topic of potential public guardianship statutory changes was discussed at length.
a. Action Steps
   i. Consider the implications of updating the statute to change the term Guardianship to Conservatorship.
   ii. Consider a statutory provision that would allow the Executive Director of the Tennessee Commission on Aging and Disability to waive the minimum age requirement in extenuating circumstances.
      1. Extenuating circumstances could include, but not be limited to, unfriended individuals under age sixty (60) who would suffer imminent harm if the Public Guardianship for the Elderly Program is not appointed to assist the individual.
   iii. Allow guardianship of individuals starting at age forty (40) instead of age sixty (60).
      1. It is anticipated that this statutory change would result in the need for increased staffing and result in increased cost to the Program.

3. Continued Examination of System & Resources:
   One common theme from the forums and working group, as well as the review of the existing structure of the Program, was the need to improve and expand the infrastructure of the Program. The suggested changes will enable the Program to meet the anticipated increase in the need for guardianship services.
   a. Action Steps
      i. Continue to explore the feasibility of implementing a statewide Public Guardianship Software Management System for all Programs.
      ii. Based on the review of the Public Guardianship for the Elderly Program, best practices from the National Guardianship Association, anticipated growth in the population age 60 and over and growth in the anticipated number of individuals requiring assistance from the Tennessee Public Guardianship for the Elderly program, increase the number of Program staff to meet the current and expected increased demand for guardianship services particularly if the program begins accepting clients beginning at age forty (40).
      iii. Provide additional training to the District Public Guardians and staff on emerging issues that impact clients in the program.
         1. The emerging issues identified during the study include mental health concerns and resources, the opioid epidemic, and health care resources.

4. Collaborative Stakeholder Group:
   This study provided a great deal of information and ideas on how to improve and expand the existing Program. However, due to its very nature, this study
was time limited. The community forums, as well as the working group, expressed an interest in continuing the work begun by this study in a more formal, organized group that would meet on a regular basis to encourage relationships between those involved in guardianship and to work on ways to streamline and improve the provision of guardian/conservatorship services in Tennessee.

a. Action Step

i. Explore the possibility of forming a statewide stakeholder group, similar to the Working Interdisciplinary Networks of Guardianship Stakeholders (WINGS), to continue to examine the conservatorship/guardianship system in Tennessee. This group could continue to meet to examine the conservator/guardianship system in Tennessee including consistent statewide data.

1. The 2011 Third National Guardianship Summit, sponsored by the National Guardianship Network called for coordinated state court-community partnerships or “WINGS.” (Shea, T. M. (Vol 27 No.3). Broad-based, collaborative working groups can drive change that will affect the ways courts and guardians practice, and improve the lives of people who have or may need guardians. Over the past twenty-five (25) years, adult guardianship reform recommendations repeatedly have urged the creation of court-community partnerships.

Conclusion

The current state of aging in the State of Tennessee suggests a steady population increase in its citizenry over the age of 65. Unfortunately, some of these citizens are unable to make personal decisions regarding their health, safety and managing resources due to mental or physical impairments. Regrettably, some of the most vulnerable members of this population are often the target of fraud, undue influence and have no other family, friends or corporate entity willing and able to act on their behalf. The research, community forums, and special interest group meetings conducted pursuant to the requirements of Public Chapter 427 demonstrate that the need for guardianship services has grown in conjunction with an increase among the elderly population. It is the hope that this study will inform, educate, and begin to bridge the gap between the current system and resources of the public guardian program and the growing need for guardianship services in the state of Tennessee.
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State of Tennessee

PUBLIC CHAPTER NO. 427

SENATE BILL NO. 1287

By Crowe, Norris

Substituted for: House Bill No. 415

By Carr, Hazlewood, Mark White, Hardaway, Staples, Crawford, Gilmore

AN ACT to amend Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 4; Title 33; Title 34; Title 38; Title 39; Title 45; Title 47; Title 68 and Title 71, relative to vulnerable persons,

BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF TENNESSEE:

SECTION 1. The executive director of the commission on aging and disability shall establish within the commission a public guardian working group that shall include representatives of the division of adult protective services of the department of human services, the council on developmental disabilities, the administrative office of the courts, the department of intellectual and developmental disabilities, the area agencies on aging and disabilities, and such other groups as the commission may deem necessary to complete its review. The working group shall examine and explore the current system of public guardians in Tennessee, as established pursuant to Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 34, Chapter 7, along with the system's existing procedures and resources. The working group shall also review the current and potential future caseloads of the program, who has access to the services of a public guardian and who does not, and what, if any, best practices are available from other states that have similar programs. The commission shall report to the general assembly by January 15, 2018, with a report that outlines the information requested to be reviewed by this working group along with recommendations, including statutory changes, designed to make the program more effective and more accessible.

SECTION 2. Tennessee Code Annotated, Section 33-2-1202(b), is amended by deleting the first sentence of the subsection and substituting instead the following:

Each organization shall have a criminal background check completed on any employee or volunteer who will be in a position that involves providing direct contact with or direct responsibility for service recipients. The background check shall be completed before allowing the person to have any direct contact with or direct responsibility for service recipients.

SECTION 3. Tennessee Code Annotated, Section 68-11-256, is amended by deleting the section and substituting instead the following:

(a) All nursing homes, as defined in § 68-11-201, and assisted-care living facilities, as defined in § 68-11-201, shall have a criminal background check completed prior to employing any person who will be in a position that involves providing direct care to a resident or patient.

(b) Any person who applies for employment in a position that involves providing direct care to a resident or patient in such a facility shall consent to any of the following:

(1) Provide past work and personal references to be checked by the nursing home or assisted-care living facility;

(2) Agree to the release and use of any and all information and investigative records necessary for the purpose of verifying whether the individual has been convicted of a criminal offense in this state, to either the assisted-care living facility or nursing home, or its agent, or to any agency that contracts with this state, or to any law enforcement agency, or to any other legally authorized entity;
(3) Supply a fingerprint sample and submit to a state criminal history records check to be conducted by the Tennessee bureau of investigation, or a state and federal criminal history records check to be conducted by the Tennessee bureau of investigation and the federal bureau of investigation; or

(4) Release any information required for a criminal background investigation by a professional background screening organization or criminal background check service or registry.

(c) A nursing home or an assisted-care living facility shall not disclose criminal background check information obtained under subsection (b) to a person who is not involved in evaluating a person's employment, except as required or permitted by state or federal law.

(d) Any costs incurred by the Tennessee bureau of investigation, professional background screening organization, law enforcement agency, or other legally authorized entity, in conducting the investigations of applicants may be paid by the nursing home, the assisted-care living facility, or any agency that contracts with this state requesting the investigation and information, or the individual who seeks employment or is employed. Payments of the costs to the Tennessee bureau of investigation are to be made in accordance with §§ 38-6-103 and 38-6-109. The costs of conducting criminal background checks shall be an allowable cost under the state medicaid program, if paid for by the nursing home.

(e) This section shall also apply to any company, organization, or agency that provides or arranges for the supply of direct care staff to any assisted-care living facility or nursing home licensed in this state. The company, organization, or agency shall be responsible for initiating a criminal background check on any person hired by that entity for the purposes of working in a nursing home or assisted-care living facility and shall be required to report the results of the criminal background check to any facility in which the organization arranges for that individual to work upon such a request by a facility.

(f) A nursing home or assisted-care living facility that declines to employ or terminates a person based upon criminal background information provided to the facility under this section shall be immune from suit by or on behalf of that person for the termination of or the refusal to employ that person.

SECTION 4. This act shall take effect July 1, 2017, the public welfare requiring it.
SENATE BILL NO. 1287

PASSED: May 5, 2017

RANDY McNALLY
SPEAKER OF THE SENATE

BETH HARWELL
SPEAKER
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

APPROVED this 18th day of May 2017

BILL HASLAM, GOVERNOR
Statistics
This publication is the statistical portion of the Annual Report of the Tennessee Judiciary for Fiscal Year 2015-2016. Included in this report is information gathered from the offices of the Appellate Court Clerk in Nashville, Knoxville, Jackson and the state clerks of court in Tennessee. The collection of this information is mandated by the Tennessee General Assembly and is used primarily as a tool to measure the effectiveness of the court system in Tennessee. The report is divided into three major sections: appellate (Supreme Court, Court of Appeals and Court of Criminal Appeals) caseload data, state trial court (chancery, probate, circuit and criminal) filings and dispositions data and jury & non-jury damages and torts data.

The state trial court information is being reported by judicial district. All information disseminated in this report has been distributed to and verified by the judges and clerks of court of their respective districts.

In the state trial court information for this reporting period, medical malpractice has been separated from the damages and torts reporting category. Medical malpractice statistics are included in the damages and torts section of this report.

It is hoped that this report will be both informative and helpful. If you have questions or concerns about this report please contact the Administrative Office of the Courts at (615) 741-2687.
Chancery, Probate, Circuit & Criminal

Caseload

Data

Fiscal Year 2015-2016
# STATEWIDE CHANCERY COURT SUMMARY

## FILINGS AND DISPOSITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Type</th>
<th>Filings</th>
<th>Dispositions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adoption/Surrender</td>
<td>2,485</td>
<td>2,547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appeal from Administrative Hearing</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservatorship/Guardianship</td>
<td>2,183</td>
<td>2,327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract/Debt/Specific Performance</td>
<td>2,076</td>
<td>2,693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damages/Torts</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce with Minor Children</td>
<td>6,904</td>
<td>7,178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce without Minor Children</td>
<td>8,828</td>
<td>9,166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Sessions/Juvenile Appeal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstate Support</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judicial Hospitalization</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimation/Paternity</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Malpractice</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous General Civil</td>
<td>7,006</td>
<td>7,975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orders of Protection</td>
<td>2,119</td>
<td>2,228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Domestic Relations</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probate/Trust</td>
<td>12,226</td>
<td>18,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate Matter</td>
<td>1,416</td>
<td>1,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Parenting/Child Support</td>
<td>10,337</td>
<td>11,791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers Compensation</td>
<td>996</td>
<td>1,382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filings</th>
<th>Dispositions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>58,047</td>
<td>68,928</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## DISPOSITIONS BY MANNER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manner</th>
<th>Dispositions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compromise/Settlement-No Hearing</td>
<td>9,917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court Approved Settlement</td>
<td>25,218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal</td>
<td>11,061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7,047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transferred</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial-Jury</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial-Non-Jury</td>
<td>8,344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncontested/Default</td>
<td>5,634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawn</td>
<td>1,220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS:**

| Dispositions | 68,928 |
# STATEWIDE PROBATE COURT SUMMARY

## FILINGS AND DISPOSITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Type</th>
<th>Filings</th>
<th>Dispositions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adoption/Surrender</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appeal from Administrative Hearing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservatorship/Guardianship</td>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract/Debt/Specific Performance</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damages/Torts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce with Minor Children</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce without Minor Children</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Sessions/Juvenile Appeal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstate Support</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judicial Hospitalization</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimation/Paternity</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Malpractice</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous General Civil</td>
<td>1,377</td>
<td>871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orders of Protection</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Domestic Relations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probate/Trust</td>
<td>3,085</td>
<td>2,469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate Matter</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Parenting/Child Support</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers Compensation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS:**

5,527 | 3,752

## DISPOSITIONS BY MANNER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manner</th>
<th>Dispositions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compromise/Settlement-No Hearing</td>
<td>1,503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court Approved Settlement</td>
<td>1,891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transferred</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial-Jury</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial-Non-Jury</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncontested/Default</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawn</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS:**

3,752
STATEWIDE CIRCUIT COURT SUMMARY

FILINGS AND DISPOSITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Type</th>
<th>Filings</th>
<th>Dispositions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adoption/Surrender</td>
<td>1,013</td>
<td>1,061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appeal from Administrative Hearing</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservatorship/Guardianship</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract/Debt/Specific Performance</td>
<td>3,451</td>
<td>3,449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damages/Torts</td>
<td>10,224</td>
<td>10,819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce with Minor Children</td>
<td>5,256</td>
<td>5,680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce without Minor Children</td>
<td>7,457</td>
<td>7,708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Sessions/Juvenile Appeal</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstate Support</td>
<td>1,025</td>
<td>1,938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judicial Hospitalization</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimation/Paternity</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Malpractice</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous General Civil</td>
<td>5,411</td>
<td>6,178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orders of Protection</td>
<td>6,237</td>
<td>6,249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Domestic Relations</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>1,048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probate/Trust</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate Matter</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Parenting/Child Support</td>
<td>8,966</td>
<td>9,211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers Compensation</td>
<td>2,116</td>
<td>2,313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTALS:</strong></td>
<td><strong>53,948</strong></td>
<td><strong>57,692</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISPOSITIONS BY MANNER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manner</th>
<th>Dispositions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compromise/Settlement-No Hearing</td>
<td>11,269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court Approved Settlement</td>
<td>14,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal</td>
<td>15,831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2,211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transferred</td>
<td>714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial-Jury</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial-Non-Jury</td>
<td>5,937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncontested/Default</td>
<td>4,929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawn</td>
<td>2,215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTALS:</strong></td>
<td><strong>57,692</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Public Guardian Survey

Thank you for attending the breakout session "An Examination of the Models of the Offices of Public Guardian" at the NGA conference. Please complete the following survey about the Public Guardian office in your State or County. Forward this link to anyone you think would like to participate.

I look forward to sharing the results with you and to identifying next steps related to information exchange between Public Guardians across the nation.

If you have any questions email Shannon Alvey at salvey@utah.gov.

Thank you for your participation and for the great work you all do everyday!

FILL OUT FORM
Create your own Google Form
Here are the findings from the survey of Public Guardians conducted in response to the NGA Conference.
Eleven states responded:
CA, UT, AZ, NM, ND, NE, TX, IA, TN, OH, DE
I am working on developing next steps and would love to hear any ideas or feedback you have based on this preliminary data.

What model does your Public Guardian office follow?
12 responses

- State model: 25%
- County model: 33.3%
- Combined State Agency: 33.3%
- Non-profit agency: 8.3%
- Contractor for State Agency: 0%
- Funded through grants only: 0%

Does your state have a State Affiliate Organization?
14 responses

- Yes: 64.3%
- No: 35.7%
- I don’t know: 0%
What guardianship services does the Public Guardian office provide in your State? (Select all that apply)

- Face to face visits: 13 (100%)
- Consent for med: 13 (100%)
- Determining wh: 13 (100%)
- Education: 11 (84.6%)
- Socialization: 10 (76.9%)
- Vocational: 10 (76.9%)
- Transportation: 6 (46.2%)

What estate services does the Public Guardian office provide in your State? (Select all that apply)

- Managing income: 11 (100%)
- Managing perso: 11 (100%)
- Managing real p: 11 (100%)
- Personal Proper: 8 (72.7%)
- Stock / Bond ov: 7 (63.6%)
Is the Public Guardian office required to file court reports on the status of the protected person?
13 responses

Is the Public Guardian office required to file accounting's (reporting on the protected person's income and assets)?
13 responses
How often are you required to file annual status reports and accounting's? (Select all that apply)

- Annually: 14 (100%)
- Biennially (every): 2 (14.3%)
- Not required to file: 0 (0%)
- Timeframe or when: 1 (7.1%)

Count: 14

How often are guardians required to visit person’s under guardianship?

- Monthly: 50%
- Quarterly: 50%
What target population does the Public Guardian office serve in your State? (Select all that apply)

13 responses

- Elderly: 12 (92.3%)
- Intellectual / dev: 10 (76.9%)
- Adults (age 18 +): 11 (84.6%)
- Children (age 17): 0 (0%)
- Individuals with: 11 (84.6%)
- Individuals with: 10 (76.9%)
- Individuals with: 8 (61.5%)
- Individuals in th: 5 (38.5%)

What is the Public Guardian's annual budget in your state or county depending on your state model?

13 responses

- $100,00 or less: 30.8%
- $100,000 to $500,000: 7.7%
- $500,000-$1 Million: 15.4%
- 1-2 Million: 7.7%
- 2-4 Million: 23.1%
- 4-6 Million: 15.4%
- 6-10 Million: 7.7%
- 10-15 Million: 0%
How is the Public Guardian funded in your State?
11 responses

- State General Fund: 45.5%
- Federal Funds: 18.2%
- Combination of State and Federal Funds: 9.1%
- Grants: 9.1%
- County General Fund: 9.1%
- County general funds and state funds: 9.1%
- Combination of County general fund and fees: 9.1%
- County General Funds: 9.1%

Does the Public Guardians office have the ability to charge/collect a fee in your State?
13 responses

- Yes: 69.2%
- No: 23.1%
- It depends: 7.7%
How many protected persons is the Public Guardian office the guardian and/or Conservator for?

12 responses

How many staff providing direct guardianship services are employed in the Public Guardian office?

12 responses
How many protected persons is the Public Guardian office the guardian and/or Conservator for?
12 responses

What is the average caseload size per employee
13 responses
Does your office determine which cases it will become guardian or conservator for or is your office appointed by another office or the courts?
14 responses

- 21.4%: Our office determines which cases it will take
- 14.3%: Our office receives cases from another agency
- 14.3%: Our office is appointed by the court
- 7.1%: The Court appoints AAAD / Guardian
- 7.1%: Our non profit agency determines if we want to take the guardianship through our own application and as
- 50%: No State office

Does your State statute require that the proposed protected person have an attorney?
14 responses

- 71.4%: yes
- 14.3%: no
- 14.3%: It depends
What are the minimum qualifications required to become a Public Guardian in your State?

13 responses

- No education requirement: 7.7%
- High School diploma: 38.5%
- AA/AS Degree (2 year degree): 15.4%
- Bachelors Degree: 28.6%
- Masters Degree: 14.3%
- Professional licensure: 7.1%
- Required to be certified through State: 
- Required to be certified through CE:

How many years of experience are required to be a Public Guardian in your state?

14 responses

- Zero: 50%
- 1-6 months: 14.3%
- 6 months to 1 year: 28.6%
- 1-2 years: 7.1%
- 2-5 years: 
- More than 5 years: 
- Our agency requires a bachelor degree or higher training in Ohio Supreme Court 6 hrs and ongoing 3 hr CEU along with after first year obtain NC:
WINGS: Improving Service Delivery to Protected Persons and Their Guardians

by Timothy M. Shea

This article and the two that follow are products of the Working Interdisciplinary Network of Guardianship Stakeholders (WINGS). A bit cumbersome, perhaps, but an accurate description. WINGS is a multidisciplinary body, focusing on guardianship issues from different perspectives. Forming WINGS is one of many recommendations of the Third National Guardianship Summit: Standards of Excellence held at the S.J. Quinney College of Law at the University of Utah in 2011. (The 2011 summit followed the Wingspread Conference in 1988 and the Wingspan Conference in 2001.)

The Judicial Council, the Utah District Courts, and the Administrative Office of the Court (AOC) have been pursuing efforts to improve the law and process of guardianships for many years. A volunteer court visitor program designed to provide judges with neutral information from which to make difficult decisions about incapacity has expanded to include fourteen counties. Volunteer visitors throughout the state help the district court enforce the guardians’ annual reporting requirement and help judges review the reports that are filed. The AOC has prepared a bench book on guardianship for judges and a training manual for clerks. The AOC has published on its website information and forms to assist in the appointment of guardians and has published a wealth of information for the benefit of guardians and putative guardians. The judiciary’s latest effort is WINGS.

In 2013, the Judicial Council received a small grant from the State Justice Institute and the Borchard Foundation Center on Law & Aging, administered through the National Guardianship Network, with which to form a Utah WINGS, one of seven in the country. (New York, Oregon and Texas also received grants to form WINGS. Ohio and Missouri have existing WINGS programs, and Indiana has a statewide task force with similar characteristics.) The judiciary thanks those organizations for making our efforts possible. And the judiciary thanks all of the members of the WINGS steering committee, especially those from outside the courts, for their participation and contributions. The Utah WINGS conducted a guardianship summit on November 6, 2013, attended by almost sixty people from around the state. For most of the day, the summit participants formed into three workgroups, which focused on one of three topics:

- agency cooperation and coordination;
- medical and functional evidence of incapacity; and
- person-centered planning and supported decision making.

This article reports on the first topic and the succeeding articles report on the other two. The judiciary also thanks the Editorial Board of the Utah Bar Journal for reserving space for these articles in the issue for May, which is National Elder Law Month.

The Need for Agency Coordination and Cooperation

Utah has the largest increase in the number of people with Alzheimer’s disease – not all occurring with the elderly – of any state. See Utah’s State Plan for Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Dementias: Action Plan 2012-2017 (2011). Improvements in medical care help those with developmental disabilities and

TIMOTHY M. SHEA is the appellate administrator for the Utah Supreme Court and the Utah Court of Appeals and is a member of Utah WINGS.
traumatic brain injuries live much longer. Individuals with severe and persistent mental illness often need assistance with making decisions to meet their basic needs. All this has changed the complexion of guardianship.

Nothing could have more keenly brought home the message of the need for agencies — not just government agencies, but for-profit and non-profit private providers as well — to improve the delivery of services to guardians and protected persons than a panel of five non-professional guardians. For over an hour, the panelists described for an audience of almost sixty judges, lawyers, healthcare providers, peace officers, administrators, and others the hardships faced by a caregiver for a person under guardianship: the difficulty in getting information; the misinformation from professionals who should have the right answers; the bureaucratic barriers; the delay; and the daily challenge of putting fine legal concepts into practice.

When a judge decrees that an adult is incapacitated, that person becomes, in the eyes of the law, a minor once more. See Utah Code Ann. § 75-5-312(2) (LexisNexis 2013). The protected person’s guardian assumes ultimate authority for making the protected person’s decisions. These guardians act in incredibly trying circumstances.

Making decisions for and with a person under guardianship because of a mental illness, a developmental disability, a traumatic brain injury, or cognitive decline is difficult under the best of circumstances. All of the panelists described the added frustration of working through a confusing patchwork of local, state and federal programs, and non-government services. Organizations used to working directly with a principal struggle when working with an agent. An organization’s representative may not accurately understand his or her own organization, let alone the services provided by some other.

All of the panelists described a strong, committed relationship to the person in their charge. All described the burnout caused by stress; burnout that can lead to giving up, to mistakes, to neglect — or worse. The panelists displayed incredible courage and strength in sharing with sixty strangers very private and personal stories.

The panelists also described moments of success. An effort that turned out not to be a dead end. A person who helped deliver a service or who explained how to take the next step. A webpage with current information. These moments, they concluded, show that the systems can work.

The panelists might have said that the “system” can work, but anyone with any experience knows that ours is not an integrated system. We all remain separate: federal; state; local; public; private; courts; law enforcement; healthcare; residence; transportation; behavioral health; disability; aging; and legal. We all try to do our best, but these are human institutions with human failures. Some days are better than others, and some people are better at it than others. From the panelists’ perspectives, whether one gets a good person on a good day was entirely the luck of the draw.

Summit Recommendations
The workgroup that focused on agency cooperation and coordination identified two issues it said need to be addressed:

- Guardians sometimes misunderstand their role; what they must do, can do, and cannot do. The guardianship laws and
the process for being appointed as guardian are complex. There needs to be more education for protected persons, for their guardians, for their family and friends, and for the organizations that serve them.

- The organizations that serve protected persons are fragmented. Protected persons and their guardians benefit when organizations know about what services a person might need, what services are available in the community, and how to obtain them.

And the workgroup summarized two recommendations for addressing those needs:

- Inventory and coordinate webpages that explain the procedures for getting a guardianship, the authority and limitations of guardians, alternatives to guardianship, and resources for guardians and other information.

- Integrate the Aging and Disability Resource Connection model of options counseling to help people understand and access alternatives and services. Ensure that the counseling is culturally accessible to the client.

The workgroup identified a third issue – the cost of appointing a guardian and the cost of services – but that topic will have to wait for another day.

Coordinating Information About Guardianship

Websites

The AOC has published several webpages (http://www.utcourts.gov/howto/family/gc/) that describe alternatives to guardianship, nominating someone to serve as guardian, authority and responsibilities of a guardian, and procedures and forms for appointing a guardian. The AOC also has published several pages of information about serving as a guardian; resources to help guardians; decisions about healthcare, residence, and financial management; information about banking, budgeting, and record keeping; and other topics.

Even a simple list of topics is long and shows the complexity of making decisions for another adult. Simplicity cannot be imposed on a process and on a relationship that is necessarily complex, so education about those complexities is the next best thing.

At meetings subsequent to the summit, other WINGS members have described their commitment to include on their websites a brief description of guardianships with a link to the court's site for a fuller description. The AOC encourages any organization, public or private, that wants to include in its information a section on guardianship to simply link to the court's website. The information and forms are public and free, and the AOC will work to keep them current. The information necessarily focuses on guardianships -- because that is the business of the courts -- but much of the information and resources will benefit any caregiver, regardless of circumstances.

The AOC website also links to sites of several federal, state, and local agencies, describing briefly the information, programs, and services that those agencies offer. Again, while focusing on guardianships, the information can also be helpful to a wider population. Some examples:

- Benefits Checkup, a free service of the National Council on Aging. Answer questions to find benefit programs that can help pay for medications, health care, food, utilities, and more.

- Caregiver Support Program, published by Division of Aging and Adult Services.

- Caring for Your Parents: The Complete Family Guide, published by AARP.

- Dictionary of Legal and Medical Terms, published by the Administrative Office of the Courts.

- Eldercare Locator, published by the Department of Health and Human Services.


- Help for Families -- When Loved Ones Have Substance Abuse Problems, published by Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health.


• Prepare to Care: A Planning Guide for Families, published by AARP.

• Senior Centers, published by Utah Division of Aging and Adult Services.

• Senior Resource Directory, published by Salt Lake County Aging Services.

• Ucare, published by the Department of Human Services. Find support and services for yourself as a caregiver and for people receiving care.

• Utah Coalition for Caregiver Support. A diverse group of caregiver advocates provides information about caregiving issues, coordinates a support network for caregivers, and facilitates access to caregiver resources.

Ultimately, a webpage is not education but an education opportunity. It relies on a guardian or other caregiver having enough motivation to read and understand the information provided. Live classes would be the best method of educating guardians about their responsibilities and the process of being appointed, but the costs are high, and the geographic reach is wide. The panel participants uniformly expressed a preference for video information, rather than text, and video may be a cost-effective compromise between text and live classes.

Listserv
WINGS has initiated a listserv on guardianship topics. Those who participated in the summit have already been included. Any who would like to subscribe can do so by sending an email to karolinar@utcourts.gov with "subscribe to wings" in the subject line or text. Some of the information sent around that you may have missed:

• University of Utah College of Social Work free Lecture Series on Aging: Music & Memory: How Many Memories Does an iPod Hold?

• 2014 World Congress on Adult Guardianship features the Utah Volunteer Court Visitor Program.

PRIVATE GUARDIAN AD LITEM PROGRAM
represent a child in district court while adding experience to your practice

With recent statutory changes, private guardian ad litem are needed more than ever. Custody disputes are most difficult for the children involved. You can make sure their voices are heard while representing their best interests. Become a private guardian ad litem today.

For more information, visit http://www.utcourts.gov/spccproj/cass/pgal/

• University of Utah — Center on Aging Newsletter: Katherine Supiano, PhD, LCSW, FT received funding from the Alzheimer’s Association for her studies on grief experiences of caregivers for patients who had dementia.

• The Veterans Health Administration Office of Rural Health has developed an education series designed to aid caregivers who are helping a loved one suffering from dementia, including home safety, legal matters, dealing with problem behaviors and learning relaxation techniques.

Although not yet published as of the deadline for this article, WINGS will publish a Facebook page for the public with the hope of connecting people to the organizations and services that they need.

There is a surprising amount of information that can help lawyers and other professionals help their clients. Stay connected. Subscribe.

The Aging and Disability Resource Connection (ADRC) (www.utadrc.org)
The ADRC operates in nineteen counties, but it is a largely unknown organization in Utah. That needs to change because the ADRC can be a significant resource to guardians, other caregivers, the public generally, and the organizations that serve them.

The ADRC centers provide information and assistance to individuals needing public or private resources, professionals seeking assistance on behalf of their clients, and individuals planning for their future long-term care needs.

Perhaps the ADRC’s most significant service is options counseling, in which a counselor will interview an individual and:

• help that client identify his or her needs and goals;
• identify options for meeting those needs and goals;
• help the client to obtain services from the organizations that offer them; and
• follow up over time to ensure that the client is achieving his or her desired goals and obtaining desired services.

The ADRC does not evaluate incapacity; it does not investigate abuse of vulnerable adults; it does not have residential facilities or prepare tax returns. Rather, the ADRC counselor helps a client develop a plan specific for that individual, and the ADRC counselor helps the client connect with the organizations that provide these and other services.

Suppose, for example, that Ms. Garcia is seventy-five years old and generally in good health. However, she has developed severe arthritis in her right knee. She lives in a two-story home and has difficulty getting from one level to another. She needs help with meal preparation and taking medications. Is a guardianship in order? Or perhaps Ms. Garcia’s needs can be met by physical therapy and periodic assistance with transportation, food purchasing and preparation, and medication. Is there a family member who can help? An ADRC counselor can help Ms. Garcia or her caregiver identify and contact local services.

We have all been left with a toll-free telephone number or a link to a website and the expectation that “just click on it” is going to meet our needs. An ADRC counselor is more. The ADRC counselor is something of a navigator, piloting a client through the network of aging and disability organizations, programs and services, allowing the organizations to continue to specialize in whatever program or service they may happen to offer. Although guardianship is the topic that ties our WINGS effort together, the population served by the ADRC is much more varied. For the ADRC counselors and the people they serve, guardianship may be just one option among many.

Options counseling is available at seven ADRC sites, including three of the six Utah Centers for Independent Living — private, nonprofit agencies providing services and advocacy with persons with disabilities of all ages that are a part of the Utah Office of Rehabilitation — and four of the twelve Area Agencies on Aging (the aging network). Currently, five Utah ADRC sites
are participating on a project with the Veterans Affairs Office of Rural Health, "Connecting Rural Veterans to Aging and Disability Resource Centers for Options Counseling." The ADRC hopes to expand to other Area Agencies on Aging and Centers for Independent Living to provide statewide coverage.

The cooperation of ADRC personnel and other WINGS members will soon produce a resource guide designed to enable personnel of any organization, public or private, to help a client find the organization that can best provide the information or service that is needed. Assuming the client needs information about guardianship but contacts the Division of Services to Persons with Disabilities (DSPD), the resource guide will direct the DSPD support coordinator — and his or her client — to the Utah State Courts' Self-Help Center. Does that client need an attorney? The Self-Help Center knows to direct the client to the Bar's referral program, including pro bono and modest means. WINGS hopes that the resource guide will be available on the websites of several organizations for their counselors and the public to use.

Summary

WINGS is a hub of professionals and others from a variety of networks collaborating to improve services to those in need of protection and their guardians. We hope that WINGS' efforts, built on the seed money provided through the National Guardianship Network, can grow, assisted by other grants and by contributions from the agencies involved.

WINGS is committed to pursuing the action steps identified at the Utah summit. Education about guardianships was a theme common to all three of the workgroups, and so education will be a high priority: education for the public, for guardians, and for the organizations that serve them. A listserv helps professionals stay connected with the efforts of others in the guardianship network. Websites with information and forms help. Classes, either live or recorded, are needed.

WINGS is also committed to cooperation among organizations to better provide the services needed by vulnerable adults and stressed caregivers. The ARDC, which counsels on the needs of an individual client, is the best model for the delivery of services. WINGS can help educate the counselors so the client receives accurate information and the correct referrals.
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Statutes & Regulations
Guardianship by Definition

A state (public) guardian is usually appointed due to the absence of willing and suitable family members or friends, or the absence of willing and suitable private citizens or professional organizations.

In Kentucky, public guardianship results when the courts appoint another (the client).

A guardian is a court appointed person or entity with the duty and power to make personal and/or property decisions for a guardian client.

A legal relationship between a guardian and a client.

In most instances living within the Cabinet for Health and Family Services, guardianship is administered by the Department for Aging and Independent Living. Instead of a private citizen or professional organization, the Cabinet for Health and Family Services to serve as legal guardian, instead of a private citizen, or professional organization.
Types of Guardianship

- Limited Conservator - A limited conservator may be appointed if the disabled person only needs help with managing some financial or fiduciary affairs.
- Limited Guardian - A limited guardian may be appointed if the disabled person is declared partially disabled and can manage some personal needs but may need assistance with others.
- Conservator - A conservator may be appointed if the disabled person only needs help with managing financial or fiduciary affairs.
- Personal Guardian - Responsible for only personal affairs of the client.
- Full Guardian/Full Conservator - Responsible for both the personal and financial affairs of the client.

- Marriage licenses or wills.
- The court determines which civil rights the person can retain and which are given to the guardian. These may include the right to vote, the right to drive a car, the right to make medical decisions, the right to determine where to live, the right to sell property, and the right to sign legal documents such as checks.
Not everyone with a disability is cognitively impaired and in need of a state guardianship. Examples of disabilities may include:

- Elderly/Alzheimer's/Dementia
- Severe and Persistent Mental Illness
- Acquired/Trumatic Brain Injury
- Developmental/Intellectual Disability

Financial resources, individuals with disabilities, and unable to manage their personal affairs, or...
behalf of the client

Attending court hearings and meetings on the client's family

Keeping in contact with the client's service providers

Contracting with providers for a client's services

Establishing burial arrangements

Arranging transportation when funds are available

Approval of residential placement

Routine medical/end of life decisions

Regular visits with the client

WHAT GUARDIANSHIP DOES:
Securing and/or liquidating assets

Filling state and federal taxes

Managing and investing a client's funds

Setting up budgets/paying recouping bills

Food stamps, Medicaid, waivers, etc.

Applying for benefits (Medicare, Medicaid, SSA, VA)

WHAT STATE CAGUARDIANSHIP DOES CONTINUE?
Public assistance programs for which they may qualify, managed whatever resources the client has personally, or is entitled to under guardianship is not a substitute for jail or a psychiatric hospital. Kentucky for violent, drug-seeking or behaviorally disruptive individuals. There are no secure settings in which to lock up or restrain individuals. The client is not a safeguards agency, medication, or control behaviors. Cannot force treatment, medications or control behaviors. Cannot keep a violent perpetrator from harming another person. Cannot force providers to serve individuals. Cannot create resources or benefits for illegal aliens. Cannot provide services to serve individuals.
Limited Placement Options

Most hospital discharge planners look to guardianship to find placements for the most difficult clients. Providers often have unrealistic expectations of the state guardianship program. Providers meet clinical admission criteria. Hospitals, including state hospitals, refuse to admit clients even if they meet clinical admission criteria. There are limited funds for crisis services especially for the mentally ill. There is no advance notice. If a client displays negative behaviors they are frequently discharged from placements including crisis units, often with little or no advance notice. Kentucky has limited community placement options for most disabled populations.
Jessica Wayne: Assistant Director
502-564-7941 ext 3535
jessica.wayne@ky.gov
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R549-1-1. Purpose.

(1) The purpose of this rule is to provide:

(a) Procedures and standards for the determination of eligibility and establish services as required by Title 62A, Chapter 14, Part-1, Utah Code.
R549-1-2. Authority.

(1) This rule is authorized pursuant to UCA 62A-14-105(2).

R549-1-3. Definitions.

(1) Terms used in this rule are defined in Section 62A-14-102.

R549-1-4. Eligibility.

(1) Individuals who have been found or are likely to be found legally incapacitated and in need of guardianship and/or conservatorship, and who have no other responsible, willing and able person to serve as their guardian, may be eligible for the services provided by Human Services, Office of Public Guardian "Office".

R549-1-5. Priority.

(1) The Office will give priority to incapacitated individuals whose need for guardianship and/or conservatorship is more critical than other incapacitated individuals, as follows and in the following order:

   (a) Individuals who are in life-threatening situations, where immediate guardianship assistance or intervention is necessary for the preservation of life or the prevention of serious harm or injury.

   (b) Individuals who are experiencing abuse, neglect or self-neglect or financial exploitation.
(c) Individuals who are at significant risk of experiencing abuse, neglect or self-neglect or financial exploitation.

KEY
eligibility and priority, incapacitated, guardianship

Date of Enactment or Last Substantive Amendment
July 9, 2007

Notice of Continuation
November 28, 2016

Authorizing, Implemented, or Interpreted Law
62A-14-101 et seq.
Additional Information

Contact

For questions regarding the content or application of rules under Title R549, please contact the promulgating agency (Human Services, Public Guardian (Office of)). A list of agencies with links to their homepages is available at https://www.utah.gov/government/agencylist.html.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

When Winsor C. Schmidt and colleagues conducted their landmark national study in the late 1970s, public guardianship was a fairly new phenomenon and public guardianship practices were highly irregular. No further study on a national level was conducted and published until that of Pamela B. Teaster and colleagues in 2005. In the twenty-five intervening years, the following converging trends escalated the need for guardianship: the “graying” of the population (with a sudden upward spike anticipated around 2010 when the Boomers begin to come of age); the aging of individuals with disabilities and the aging of their caregivers; the advancements in medical technologies affording new choices for chronic conditions and end-of-life care; the rising incidence of elder abuse; and the growing mobility that has pulled families apart. In response, most states reformed their adult guardianship laws, and many enacted public guardianship programs. Private non-profit and for-profit guardianship services emerged alongside public guardianship, with little known about how they function. Against this backdrop, and because of the length of time elapsed, it was imperative to conduct a second national study of public guardianship. The purpose of the 2005 study was to make findings and recommendations to improve care for public guardianship wards—persons unable to care for them-


2. Pamela Teaster, Erica Wood, Naomi Karp, Susan Lawrence, Winsor Schmidt & Marta Mendiondo, Words of the State: A National Study of Public Guardianship (Apr. 2005) (available at http://www.ahanet.org/aging/publications/docs/wardofstatefinal.pdf) [hereinafter Public Guardianship Study]. Although the data used in the study were collected in 2004, this Article includes updated statutory information added after the project report. Those changes are reflected beginning in Part II(A). This Article relies heavily on the results and summaries developed by the Authors in Public Guardianship Study, supra note 2.
selves and typically poor, alone, or "different," with no other recourse than to become wards of the state.\textsuperscript{3} 

\textbf{A. Adult Guardianship}

\textit{I. Overview of Reform}

Guardianship is a relationship created by state law in which a court gives one person (the guardian) the duty and power to make personal and/or property decisions for another (the ward or incapacitated person). The appointment of a guardian occurs when a judge decides an individual lacks capacity to make decisions on his or her own behalf.\textsuperscript{4} 

Adult guardianship protects at-risk individuals and provides for their needs, while at the same time removing fundamental rights. Guardianship can "unperson" individuals and make them "legally dead";\textsuperscript{5} it can be a double-edged sword—half Santa and half ogre.\textsuperscript{6} 

Early and localized studies of protective proceedings, including guardianship, found little benefit to the ward and concluded that many petitions were filed for the benefit of third parties or from well-meaning but ineffective motives to aid vulnerable groups.\textsuperscript{7} For example, a 1982 Dade County, Florida grand jury investigation found a disturbing lack of monitoring.\textsuperscript{8} Despite early

\footnotesize{3. In this study, the Authors use the term, "ward." The use of "ward" conveys a sense of total dependence of the individual on the state, which is a fundamental characteristic of public guardianship. Thus, the Authors justify its use in this study, even though it is not a term that signifies the importance of an individual’s autonomy and self-determination. The trend in statutory language is toward use of the term "incapacitated person" or other such terms.}

\footnotesize{4. \textit{Public Guardianship Study}, supra n. 2, at 1.}


\footnotesize{7. George Alexander & Travis Lewin, \textit{The Aged and the Need for Surrogate Management} 8–9 (Syracuse U. 1972); Margaret Blenkner, Martin Bloom, Margaret Nielson & Ruth Weber, \textit{Final Report: Protective Services for Older People: Findings from the Benjamin Rose Institute Study} 2, 161 (The Benjamin Rose Inst. 1974).}

reform efforts in the 1970s and 1980s, state guardianship remained a backwater area governed by archaic terms, inconsistent practices, drastic paternalistic interventions, little attention to rights, and meager accountability.\textsuperscript{9}

In 1986, the Associated Press (AP) undertook a year-long investigation of adult guardianship in all fifty states and the District of Columbia. It examined more than 2,200 randomly selected guardianship court files, including multiple interviews with a range of informants.\textsuperscript{10} The resulting six-part national series published in 1987, Guardians of the Elderly: An Ailing System (AP Series), described a troubled system that declared elders as "legally dead."\textsuperscript{11} The report alleged that "the nation's guardianship system, a crucial last line of protection for the ailing elderly, is failing many of those it is designed to protect."\textsuperscript{12}

In quick response, the United States House Select Committee on Aging convened a hearing, which revealed a plethora of problems in both law and practice.\textsuperscript{13} The AP series and the House hearing triggered an interdisciplinary national guardianship symposium in 1988, bringing together experts in law, disability, mental health, aging, judicial practices, medicine, and government.\textsuperscript{14} The conference resulted in recommendations covering procedural issues, capacity assessment, and accountability of guardians.\textsuperscript{15}

These events precipitated a rush to reform state guardianship laws, highlighted by the following five marked trends:

\begin{itemize}
\item[10.] Bayles & McCartney, \textit{supra} n. 5.
\item[11.] Id.
\item[12.] Id.
\item[14.] \textit{Public Guardianship Study, supra} n. 2, at 3.
\item[15.] ABA Commn. Mentally Disabled & Commn. Leg. Problems of the Elderly, \textit{supra} n. 9, at 1–44.
\end{itemize}
(1) enhanced procedural due process in the appointment of a guardian, including provisions for a hearing, notice, presence of the respondent, and representation by counsel; (2) a more robust determination of capacity based not only on medical condition, but on functional ability, cognitive impairments in receiving and evaluating information, risks to the respondent, and respondent's values; (3) an emphasis on limited orders more tailored to the specific capacities of the individual; (4) bolstered court monitoring of guardians, including reports and accountings, court review of reports and accountings, investigation, and appropriate sanctions for guardian malfeasance; and (5) development of public guardianship programs.\footnote{16}

The guardianship practices of judges, attorneys, guardians, and other players, however, did not automatically follow statutory reforms. Guardianship experts contend that although many legislative changes have occurred, commensurate changes in practice, and in effect on the lives of vulnerable wards and proposed wards, were uneven or difficult to determine.\footnote{17} Indeed, in 1997, A. Frank Johns charged that changes in law were nothing but “a mask of virtual reality, hiding what is actually being done in the process, and what is done to older Americans caught in it.”\footnote{18}

\section*{2. Empirical Research}

Few empirical studies of guardianship exist. In 1972, George Alexander and Travis Lewin studied over 400 guardianships and concluded that, as a device of surrogate management, third parties largely use guardianship to protect their own interests.\footnote{19} Another study conducted through the Benjamin Rose Institute addressed risks of well-meaning intervention in the lives of vulnerable older persons, finding that intervention resulted in a high

\footnotetext{16}{For state statutory charts on adult guardianship, as well as the annual update at the Web site of the ABA Commission on Law and Aging, see ABA, Commission on Law & Aging Legislative Updates, http://www.abanet.org/aging/legislativeupdates/home.shtml.}

\footnotetext{17}{Public Guardianship Study, supra n. 2.}


\footnotetext{19}{Blenkner et al., supra n. 7.}
rate of institutionalization. The contribution of elder protective referral, including guardianship, to institutionalization was revisited and reconfirmed thirty years later.

In 1994, The Center for Social Gerontology conducted a national study that examined the guardianship process intensively in ten states through observation of guardianship hearings, examination of court files, and telephone interviews with petitioners. The study found that only about one-third of respondents were represented by an attorney during the guardianship process; medical evidence was present in the court file in most cases, but medical testimony was rarely presented at the hearing; the majority of hearings lasted no more than fifteen minutes, and twenty-five percent of hearings lasted less than five minutes; the court granted ninety-four percent of guardianship requests; and only thirteen percent of the orders placed limits on the guardian's authority.

3. Recent Developments

Significant events during the past several years have refocused public attention on the nation's adult-guardianship system. In 2001, eleven national groups convened The Second National Guardianship Conference (the "Wingspan" conference) to assess progress on reform. The conference again resulted in recommendations for action, as well as a landmark series of articles on mediation, the role of counsel, use of limited guardianship, fiduciary and lawyer liability, and guardian accountability in the 2002 Stetson Law Review. In 2004, many groups reconvened to develop steps for implementing selected Wingspan recommendations.

20. Id. at 175–183.
23. Id. at 44, 55–56, 61–63.
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Meanwhile, in 2002, the District of Columbia Court of Appeals overturned a lower court decision, *In re Mollie Orshansky,* that highlighted critical guardianship issues. This case and other guardianship rumblings prompted a hearing in 2003 by the United States Senate Committee on Aging, “Guardianships over the Elderly: Security Provided or Freedoms Denied?”—which in turn prompted a Senate request for a study on guardianship by the Government Accountability Office (GAO Study). The GAO Study, *Guardianships: Collaboration Needed to Protect Incapacitated Elderly People,* surveyed courts in New York, Florida, and California. Findings included variations in guardianship oversight, lack of data on guardianship proceedings and wards, problematic interstate guardianship issues, and lack of coordination between state courts handling guardianship and federal representative payment programs. In 2005, Mary Joy Quinn produced a comprehensive text for community health and social services practitioners. Also in 2005, the *Los Angeles Times* published a comprehensive series entitled *Guardians for Profit,* highlighting problems with professional conservators in southern California.

---

B. Public Guardianship

1. Definition and Overview

An important subset of guardianship is public guardianship, which provides a last resort when, usually for some at-risk low-income incapacitated adults, there is no one willing or appropriate to help.32 A public guardian is an entity that receives most, if not all, of its funding from a governmental entity.33 Public guardianship programs are funded through state appropriations, Medicaid funds, county monies, fees from the ward, or some combination of these sources.34 Public guardianship programs may serve the following two distinct populations: (1) older incapacitated persons who have lost decisional capacity; and (2) individuals with mental retardation and/or developmental disabilities who may never have had decisional capacity.35 State programs may operate from a single statewide office or have local/regional components.36 They may be entirely staff-based or may operate using both staff and volunteers.37 Public guardians may serve as guardian of the property, guardian of the person, and sometimes representative payee or other surrogate decision-maker.38 They can also provide case management, financial planning, public education, social services, and adult protective services—or they may serve as guardians ad litem, court investigators, or advisors to private guardians.39

2. Empirical Research

As with private guardianship, little data exist on the need for public guardianship and on the operation of public guardianship programs. In 1987, Winsor C. Schmidt and Roger Peters studied the unmet need for guardians in Florida.40 The project surveyed

32. Public Guardianship Study, supra n. 2, at 5.
33. Id.
34. Id.
35. Id.
36. Id.
37. Id.
38. Id.
39. Id.
the state mental health institutions, community mental health centers, offices on aging, and other agencies. They found that over 11,000 individuals in Florida needed a guardian, and that these individuals typically were female, elderly, and predominantly white with many having both medical and psychiatric conditions. In 1990, David Hightower, Alex Heckert, and Schmidt assessed the need for public limited guardianship and other surrogate mechanisms among elderly nursing home residents in Tennessee and found over 1,000 residents needing a surrogate decisionmaker. A 2000 report by Florida’s Statewide Public Guardianship Office stated that the need for public guardianship is approaching crisis proportions and estimated that 1.5 guardianships could be needed per 1,000 individuals in the population.

In 1981, Schmidt and his colleagues published a landmark national study of public guardianship. The study sought to “assess the extent to which public guardianship assists or hinders older persons in securing access to their rights, benefits, and entitlements.” The study reviewed existing and proposed public guardianship laws in all states and focused intensively on Maryland, Delaware, Illinois, Arizona, California, and one state without public guardianship.

The findings of the study focused on individuals served, staff size and qualifications, legal basis, procedural safeguards, oversight, funding, and other areas. The study confirmed the need for public guardianship. It stated that “public guardianship offices seem to be understaffed and under-funded, and many of them are approaching the saturation point in numbers.” The study indicated that, consequently, many wards received little

41. Id. at 71.
44. Schmidt et al., supra n. 1, at 3.
45. Id.
46. Id. at 5. The one state without public guardianship at the time of the study was Florida, which has since enacted a public guardianship statute. Fla. Stat. §§ 744.701–7.44.715 (2005).
47. Id. at 168–170.
48. Id. at 173.
49. Id. at 172.
personal attention, and noted that there were identified instances of abuse.\textsuperscript{50} Using John Regan and Georgia Springer's 1977 taxonomy, Schmidt classified public guardianship programs into the following models: (1) court; (2) independent state office; (3) division of a social service agency; and (4) county.\textsuperscript{51} The report maintained that naming social service agencies to act as public guardians represented an inherent or potential conflict of interest.\textsuperscript{52} In addition, it urged programs that petition for adjudication of incapacity not also to serve as guardians, and strict procedures should accompany public guardianships.\textsuperscript{53}

Schmidt followed this seminal research with a focused examination of public guardianship, collected in \textit{The Court of Last Resort for the Elderly and Disabled}.\textsuperscript{54} In 2003, Pamela B. Teaster studied the role of the public guardian from the viewpoint of public administration, through contact with public guardian offices in four states (Delaware, Maryland, Tennessee, and Virginia).\textsuperscript{55}

Evaluative studies of public guardianship were conducted in the following three states: Florida, Virginia, and Utah.\textsuperscript{56} First, Schmidt examined the evolution of public guardianship in Florida and found the volunteer model required significant staff time for volunteer management at the cost of providing direct service to wards.\textsuperscript{57} Second, in the mid-1990s, the Virginia Department for the Aging contracted for two pilot public guardianship programs.\textsuperscript{58} A program evaluation compared the staff versus volunteer models and collected information on public guardianship functions and clients, using much the same model as Schmidt pioneered in Florida.\textsuperscript{59} The evaluation found the pilots viable.\textsuperscript{60}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
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later legislatively mandated evaluation of ten Virginia projects by Teaster and Karen A. Roberto collected detailed information on program administration, ward characteristics, and ward needs. The study determined that the programs were performing reasonably well in serving the needs of incapacitated persons and recommended that the geographic reach be extended to cover all areas of the state. Other recommendations addressed the need for rigorous standardized procedures and forms for ward assessment, care plans and guardian-time accounting, regular program review of these documents, an established guardian-to-ward ratio, increased fiscal support, and more attention to meeting the needs outlined in the care plans. Importantly, the study determined that the public guardianship program saved the state a total of over $2.6 million for each year of the evaluation period, through placements in less restrictive settings and recovery of assets, at a total program cost of $600,000.

Finally, when the Utah legislature created an Office of Public Guardian in 1999, it required an independent program evaluation by 2001. The evaluation included on-site visits, interviews, and case file reviews. The study recommended additional resources and staff, continued location within the Department of Human Services, development of a unified statewide system in which the office would not act as petitioner, as well as additional record-keeping and educational suggestions.

**II. ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC GUARDIANSHIP STATUTES**

The 2005 national public guardianship study by Teaster and colleagues included an extensive analysis of public guardianship law as well as a comparison with the law existing at the time of
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the 1979–1981 Schmidt review. The study identified state statutory provisions for public guardianship and examined relevant caselaw, revealing that much has changed in the quarter century since the earlier project.

Provisions for public guardianship most frequently are included as a section of the state guardianship code but may be located in separate statutory sections, such as services for the aging, adult protective services, mental health, or services for individuals with disabilities. The 2005 study defined public guardianship as

the appointment and responsibility of a public official or publicly funded organization to serve as legal guardian in the absence of willing and responsible family members or friends to serve as, or in the absence of resources to employ, a private guardian.

The Schmidt study used a similar definition. According to this definition, forty-one states now have some sort of statutory provision for a public guardian, as compared with thirty-four states in 1981. Ten states have no statutory program for public guardianship, although in practice, several of them do provide for public

68. *Public Guardianship Study, supra* n. 2.


70. The project summarized court cases specifically involving public guardians, describing decisions focused on: (1) the appropriateness of appointment; (2) powers and duties of the public guardian; (3) the standard for removal of a public guardian; and (4) when a public guardianship terminates. The caselaw will not be reviewed here, but is set out in the project report. *Public Guardianship Study, supra* n. 2, at 44–55.
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74. *See Public Guardianship Study, supra* n. 2, at i (including the status as of 2004 in Table 3.1). The project did not include a systematic search of all state adult-protective-services statutes, which might reveal additional guardianship provisions.
guardianship services.\textsuperscript{75} The project examined several key aspects of public guardianship statutes.\textsuperscript{76}

A. Explicit versus Implicit Provisions

The 1979–1981 Schmidt study distinguished between “explicit” and “implicit” public guardianship programs:

One can distinguish between explicit public guardianship statutes that specifically refer to a “public guardian” and implicit statutes that seem to provide for a mechanism equivalent to public guardianship without actually denomi-
nating the mechanism as “public guardian.” The distinction is often nominal at best. Although an explicit scheme often indicates a progressive trend in this field, this is not always true. Indeed, several of the implicit schemes are even more progressive than the typical explicit statute.\textsuperscript{77}

Twenty-five years ago, Schmidt found twenty-six implicit statutory schemes in twenty-six states and fourteen explicit schemes in thirteen states, with some states having more than one scheme.\textsuperscript{78} Today, research shows a total of twenty-two implicit statutory schemes in nineteen states and twenty-five explicit schemes in twenty-four states.\textsuperscript{79} Implicit schemes often name a state agency or employee as guardian of last resort when there are no willing and responsible family members or friends to serve,\textsuperscript{80} whereas explicit schemes generally provide for an office and the ability to hire staff and contract for services.\textsuperscript{81} Over time states shifted markedly toward enactment of explicit public guardianship schemes—which are more likely to have budgetary appropriations and which may have greater oversight than is required for private guardians or for guardians under an implicit scheme.\textsuperscript{82}

\textsuperscript{75} Id.

\textsuperscript{76} Since the publication of the project report, fourteen states made changes in their public guardianship provisions in 2007, and those changes are reflected in the next Section. Wood, supra n. 69, at 1.

\textsuperscript{77} Schmidt et al., supra n. 1, at 26.

\textsuperscript{78} Id. at 27 tbl. 3.1.

\textsuperscript{79} Public Guardianship Study, supra n. 2, at i tbl. 3.1.

\textsuperscript{80} Id. at 2.

\textsuperscript{81} Id. at 39.

\textsuperscript{82} Id. at 2.
B. Eligibility—Clients Served

In 1981, the Schmidt study found that, of the thirty-four states under analysis, twenty generally provided public guardianship services for “incompetents,” seventeen specifically provided for services for individuals with mental retardation who needed a guardian, nineteen targeted incapacitated elderly persons, and eleven provided a form of public guardianship for minors. The majority of public guardianship schemes served limited categories of beneficiaries. Less than half of the thirty-four states had provisions to aid three or more targeted groups. Schmidt noted that the specific needs of individuals with mental retardation and elders “[came] into focus only recently.”

Today, the overwhelming majority of state statutes provide services to incapacitated individuals who are determined to be in need of a guardian under the adult guardianship law but have no person or private entity qualified and willing to serve. Modern guardianship codes rely more on a functional determination of incapacity and less on specific clinical conditions, and thus, may be less likely to segregate specific categories of individuals for service.

However, a few statutory provisions target specific groups of incapacitated persons. Four state statutes limit public guardianship services to incapacitated persons who are elderly. Two states—Maryland and New York—limit services to those requiring adult protective services. New York further limits the reach of its community guardianship program by specifying service only to those living outside of a hospital or residential facility. Approximately ten states specifically allow the adult-protective-services agency to serve as guardian of its client, either

83. Schmidt et al., supra n. 1, at 26.
84. Id. at 33.
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86. Public Guardianship Study, supra n. 2, at 150.
90. Id. at § 473-d(2)(c).
on a temporary or permanent basis. Additionally, four state statutory schemes are directed to persons with specific mental disabilities. Finally, a number of state statutes specify that services are reserved for persons with financial limitations. For example, Connecticut limits services to those with assets not exceeding $1,500.

C. Scope of Service

In Schmidt's study, only one state with public guardianship provisions, Wyoming, did not clearly provide for public guardianship of both person and property. Today, thirty-two laws in twenty-nine states clearly indicate the public guardian program can provide services as both guardian of the person and the estate. Two states appear to cover property only—Alabama provides for the appointment of a general county conservator or sheriff and South Carolina allows the director of the mental health department to serve as conservator for limited amounts. Two states, Arkansas and Maryland, authorize public agencies to serve only as guardian of the person. In the remainder, there is no specific statement in the public guardianship provisions granting or restricting services but reliance on the overall guardianship code indicates coverage of both.

D. Public Guardian as Petitioner

A question central to the operation of any public guardianship program is whether it can petition to serve as guardian. Such

95. Schmidt, supra n. 1, at 34.
96. Public Guardianship Study, supra n. 2, at 38.
petitioning could present several conflicts of interest. First, if the program relies on fees for its operation, or if its budget is dependent on the number of individuals served, it could be inclined to petition more frequently, regardless of individual needs. On the other hand, it might, as Schmidt points out,

only petition for as many guardianships as it desires, perhaps omitting some persons in need of such services.\textsuperscript{101} Or it could "cherry pick"—petitioning only for those individuals easiest or least costly and time-consuming to serve.\textsuperscript{102} The Schmidt study did not specifically address statutory provisions allowing the public guardianship agency to petition for its own wards.\textsuperscript{103} Today, statutes in fifteen states explicitly allow this.\textsuperscript{104}

Only one state—Vermont—explicitly prohibits it.\textsuperscript{105} The remainder of the states do not address the issue.

E. Administrative Location

Perhaps the most fundamental feature in analyzing the statutes is the administrative location of the public guardianship function in the state government. Schmidt relied on an earlier administrative classification by Regan and Springer,\textsuperscript{106} which used the following four models: (1) a court model; (2) an independent state office; (3) a division of a social service agency; and (4) a county agency, noting that there were "many exceptions and variations" and that "[f]ew states fit the exact organization described in the models."\textsuperscript{107} The current project uses the same classification with the same caveat.

\textsuperscript{101} Schmidt et al., supra n. 1, at 34.
\textsuperscript{102} Public Guardianship Study, supra n. 2, at 38.
\textsuperscript{103} Id.
\textsuperscript{104} Id.
\textsuperscript{106} Regan & Springer, supra n. 6, at 111–114.
\textsuperscript{107} Schmidt et al., supra n. 1, at 60.
1. Court Model

Schmidt found that six states established the public guardianship office as an arm of the court.\textsuperscript{108} Today, statutory provisions show three states with a court model—Delaware,\textsuperscript{109} Hawaii,\textsuperscript{110} and Mississippi.\textsuperscript{111}

2. Independent Agency Model

Schmidt found three states in which the public guardianship program was an independent state office in an executive branch of the government that does not provide direct services for wards.\textsuperscript{112} Today, statutory provisions show four states that approximate this model—Alaska, in which the office of Public Advocacy is located in the Department of Administration;\textsuperscript{113} Illinois, in which the Office of State Guardian (one of the state’s two schemes) is located in the Guardianship and Advocacy Commission;\textsuperscript{114} Kansas, in which the Kansas Guardianship Program is independent, with a board of directors appointed by the governor;\textsuperscript{115} and New Mexico, in which the Office of Guardianship is in the Developmental Disabilities Planning Council.\textsuperscript{116}

3. Social Service Agency Model

In 1981, the Schmidt study strongly maintained that placement of the public guardianship function in an agency providing direct services to wards presents a clear conflict of interest.\textsuperscript{117} The study explained that

\begin{quote}
[t]he agency’s primary priority may be expedient and efficient dispersal of its various forms of financial and social assistance. This can be detrimental to the effectiveness of the agency’s role as guardian. If the ward is allocated insuffi-
\end{quote}
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cient assistance, if payment is lost or delayed, if assistance is denied altogether, or if the ward does not want mental health service, it is unlikely that the providing agency will as zealously advocate the interests of that ward.118

Schmidt found that over one-half of the states studied placed the public guardianship function so as to present a conflict of interest between the role of guardian (monitoring and advocating for services) and the role of social services agency (providing services).119 That is largely still true today. In fact, “[t]he percentage of states with statutes providing a potential for conflict appears to have increased.”120 Some twenty-eight or more of the forty-one states with public guardianship statutory provisions name a social services, mental health, disability, or aging services agency as guardian, or as the entity to coordinate or contract for guardianship services.121

Schmidt noted that some of the states with potential conflict had sought to alleviate the problem within the statutory scheme—for example, by providing that the agency is “not to serve unless there is no other alternative available.”122 The majority of statutes include such language today. Moreover, most indicate that a key duty of the public guardian is to attempt to find suitable alternative guardians.123

4. County Model

Approximately eleven of the statutory schemes locate the public guardianship function at the county level, and a number of others have designed programs coordinated at the state level but carried out administratively or by contract at the local or regional level.124 For instance, in Arizona, the county board of supervisors appoints a public fiduciary,125 and in California, the county board
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creates an office of public guardian. 126 A 2005 Georgia law established a unique model in which individuals and entities may register as public guardians with the county probate courts under a system established by the Division of Aging. 127

F. Duties and Powers of Public Guardian

Every state guardianship code sets out a basic array of duties and powers for guardians of the person and of the estate. 128 In some states, guardians have a great deal of flexibility in their authority to sell property, invest assets, make major healthcare or end-of-life decisions, or relocate the individual; while in other states, guardians must obtain a court order to take some of these actions. 129

Public guardianship statutes generally provide that the public guardian has the same duties and powers as any other guardian. 130 Virtually all state guardianship codes now include language allowing or encouraging the court to limit the scope of the guardianship order to areas in which the ward lacks decisional capacity and, in a number of states, statutory language specifically mentions that the public guardianship program may serve as limited guardian. 131

Many statutes list additional duties and powers for public guardianship programs beyond those of private guardians, such as specified ward visits, development of individualized service plans, periodic reassessments, visits to the facility of proposed placement, and intervention in private proceedings if necessary. 132 Statutes also may list programmatic duties or powers, such as maintaining professional staff, contracting with service providers, assisting petitioners or private guardians, providing

129. Id. at 40–41; Sarah B. Richardson, Student Author, Health Care Decision-Making: A Guardian’s Authority, 24 Bifocal (newsltr. ABA Commn. Law & Aging) 1, 6 (Summer 2003).
130. Public Guardianship Study, supra n. 2, at 40.
131. Id. at 42.
132. Id. at 41.
public information, recruiting volunteers, and maintaining records and statistics.\(^{133}\)

**G. Costs of Program**

In 1981, the Schmidt study observed that the funding of public guardianship programs "[was not] given much mention in the statutory schemes" and the lack of explicit funding may leave programs subject to "the vicissitudes of an annual budget."\(^{134}\) Today, thirty of the forty-one states with statutory provisions make some mention of cost.\(^{135}\) Some fourteen states include reference to specific state appropriations,\(^{136}\) while others have not made any provision statutorily, leaving the public guardianship function financially at risk.\(^{137}\) Twenty-two states reference the governmental agency (state or county) as being responsible for payment of costs;\(^{138}\) and twenty-two reference the ward.\(^{139}\) Fifteen reference both the governmental agency and the ward for payment of guardianship services as well as costs and fees associated with initiation of the guardianship.\(^{140}\) A common scenario appears to be that the ward's estate pays; but if the ward is unable to pay, the county or state makes up the difference. A few states mention recovery from the ward's estate after death.\(^{141}\)

**H. Court Oversight and Program Review**

Public guardianship programs are subject to the same provisions for guardianship accountability and monitoring as private guardians.\(^{142}\) However, in twenty-one states the public guardianship statute either mentions specifically that the program must report to court and abide by state requirements for guardian review or provides for special additional oversight.\(^{143}\) At least five
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states specify an annual report to the court on each ward.\textsuperscript{144} Delaware requires court review of each public guardianship case every six months to determine whether the guardianship should be continued.\textsuperscript{146} Maryland has a unique oversight mechanism, providing for county review boards to conduct reviews of each public guardianship case every two years, including annual face-to-face hearings by volunteer multidisciplinary panels.\textsuperscript{146} In addition, several statutes call for annual reports on the program to governmental entities or for independent audits.\textsuperscript{147} Two states—Utah and Virginia—require an independent evaluation of the program.\textsuperscript{148} Finally, a majority of the statutes specify bonding requirements for the public guardianship program.\textsuperscript{149}

I. Staffing Ratios

In 1981, the Schmidt study endorsed public guardianship only "with adequate funding and staffing, including specified staff-to-ward ratios."\textsuperscript{150} It is significant that seven states now provide for a staffing ratio.\textsuperscript{151} The Florida statute provides for a one-to-forty ratio of professional staff to wards.\textsuperscript{152} Georgia specifies that an individual serving as a public guardian may serve no more than five wards, and a public guardianship entity may serve no more than thirty wards.\textsuperscript{153} In the remaining five states, statutes provide for ratios to be determined by regulations, state units on aging or other governmental entities, or through contracts with public guardian providers.\textsuperscript{154}

\textsuperscript{144} Id.
\textsuperscript{147} infra n. 148.
\textsuperscript{148} Id.; see Utah Code Ann. § 62A-14-112 (2007) (requiring a one-time evaluation); see also Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-712/599 (2007) (requiring an evaluation every four years, provided funds are appropriated).
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III. KEY RESULTS OF 2005 NATIONAL STUDY

The central element of the 2005 national public guardianship study by Teaster and colleagues was the administration of a survey to each of the fifty-one jurisdictions\footnote{155} within the United States. The survey was developed in consultation with the project’s advisory committee and included definitions of terms for participants.\footnote{156} Responses were uneven at best, but the study did get at least some response from each of the fifty-one jurisdictions. The project data’s analysis was primarily descriptive due to its marked unevenness. For instance, many of the state surveys received included little or no information on the wards, suggesting either that data were not collected or were not maintained in such a way as to be readily available to disseminate. The survey sought information regarding the following five major aspects of public guardianship:

(1) administrative structure and location in government;

(2) functions of the public guardianship program, including whether the program provides education for the public, as well as assistance to or oversight of private guardianship programs;

(3) staffing;

(4) ward information including referral source, diagnosis, residential location, and basic demographic information such as gender, age and race; and

(5) a series of open-ended questions seeking to elicit detailed reports of strengths and weaknesses of each state’s program.

Of the fifty-one jurisdictions surveyed, thirty-six responded that they had public guardianship programs, while seventeen responded that they did not.\footnote{157} Upon closer examination of the surveys, in conjunction with the statutes, it became evident that

\footnote{155} Id. at 60 (noting that for this study Washington D.C. was treated as a state).
\footnote{156} Id. at 58.
\footnote{157} Id. at 59. The number responding is greater than fifty due to the fact that some states (e.g. Illinois and Hawaii) have more than one public guardianship program.
forty-eight states do, in fact, have some form of public guardianship (in which the government provides funding for the public guardianship function), while only three do not: District of Columbia, Nebraska, and Wyoming.\textsuperscript{158} There has been a seventy percent increase in the number of states with some form of public guardianship since the Schmidt study, increasing from thirty-four to forty-eight in number.

A. Governmental and Administrative Location\textsuperscript{159}

The governmental and administrative location of public guardianship programs is of significant concern to practitioners, advocates, researchers, and policymakers. As noted earlier, the study relied on the taxonomy developed by Regan and Springer\textsuperscript{160} and refined by Schmidt and colleagues, which includes the following four models:

The \textit{court} model establishes the public guardian as an official of the court that has jurisdiction over guardianship and conservatorship. The chief judge of this court appoints the public guardian. The chief administrative judge of the state has rulemaking power for the purpose of statewide uniformity.

The \textit{independent state office} would be established in the executive branch of government with the public guardian appointed by the governor.

Model three [\textit{division of a social service agency}] establishes the public guardian office within a pre-existing social service agency. The public guardian is appointed by the governor. This model may be considered a conflict of interest model. In this situation, an agency is providing services to the same clients for whom they are guardian, thus encouraging use of services that may not be in the best interests of the ward.

\textsuperscript{158} Id. Wyoming previously had a statutory provision for public guardianship, which was repealed in 1998. Wyo. Stat. Ann. §§ 3-7-101–3-7-105 (1993). Washington D.C. passed an emergency act in 2007 that revises temporary guardianship provisions; however, it will expire unless the D.C. Council adopts a permanent version of the act. Wood, supra n. 69, at 10 (describing Act 17-161).

\textsuperscript{159} The following Section draws heavily from Public Guardianship Study, supra note 2, at 39.

\textsuperscript{160} Regan \& Springer, supra n. 6, at 27–28.
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The county model establishes a public guardian within each county. The local official may be more sensitive to the needs of the elderly [or incompetent] in a particular county. The public guardian is appointed by the county government. The state attorney general would regulate these county offices. 161

Inclusion of each state within a given model was based not only upon responses the project received from individual jurisdictions, but also upon the careful examination of state statutes and the triangulation of that information. By far, the majority of public guardianship programs (n = 33) 162 were administratively housed within existing social service agencies, followed by the county model (n = 10), 163 and the independent state office 164 and court model 165 (n = 4 each). Of note is the shift of models in the intervening years between the 1981 Schmidt study and the 2005 study, showing that clearly the predominant model is that of an entity also providing social services—a model that could be subject to some degree of conflict of interest.

B. Administrative Features and Funding

In most states, under the court model (75%) and the independent state agency model (100%), the public guardianship program provides statewide coverage. 166 The social service provision agency model has statewide coverage in just over half (53%) the states reporting, 167 while the county model provides the least

161. Schmidt et al., supra n. 1, at 59–60.
162. Public Guardianship Study, supra n. 2, at 60. The following states' public guardianship programs were housed within an existing social service agency: Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin (volunteer and corporate guardian). Id. at 61 tbl. 4.1.
163. Id. at 60. The following states had public guardianship as an independent state office: Alaska, Illinois (OSG), Kansas, and New Mexico. Id. at 61 tbl. 4.1.
164. Id. at 60. The following four states used a court model of guardianship: Delaware, Hawaii (large), Hawaii (small), and Mississippi. Id. at 61 tbl. 4.1.
165. Id. at 62, 67.
statewide coverage (20%). In total, some twenty-seven states now have statewide coverage of public guardianship services.

The study examined the extent to which states contract out the public guardianship function. It found that at least eleven states contract for such services. The court model is the only one that does not contract out services, followed by the county model (two of ten), the independent state office model (one of four), and the social service agency model (eight of thirty-four).

A surprising number of programs were unable to provide information on their fiscal year 2003 budget, and it was impossible to compare this information across models. However, the source of funding differed significantly across the models. Three of the four states using the court model were supported solely with state funds. The states whose public guardianship programs were classified as independent state offices all received state funding; one received Medicaid funds and two received some funds from client fees. Only two of the ten programs falling under the county model reported receiving state funds. These were supplemented by county funding (five of ten), Medicaid funds (two of ten), client fees (six of ten), estate recovery (three of ten), and unspecified "other" sources (three of ten). The majority of programs under the social service agency model did receive state funds (twenty-one of thirty-four). This was the only model that availed itself of all the possible sources of funding that were listed: federal funds, county funds, Medicaid funds, grants/foundations, private donations, client fees, estate recovery, and unspecified "other."

C. Functions of Public Guardianship Programs

At least half of the states within each model reported that they make decisions regarding a ward’s personal affairs, and nearly half make decisions about a ward’s financial affairs. The
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programs under the social service model were less likely to make
decisions about financial affairs than the programs falling under
the other models. States falling into the county and social service
model had programs that were more likely to serve as representa-
tive payee. To their credit, social service agency model programs
were slightly less likely (forty-one percent versus fifty to sixty
percent) to petition for adjudication of incapacity or to petition for
themselves to be appointed as guardian.176

Plenary guardianships of both person and property provided
for five percent of wards within the court model, twenty percent of
wards within the independent state office model, thirty-five per-
cent of wards within the social service agency model, and ninety
percent of wards within the county model. There were no limited
guardianships for wards within the court model, and fewer than
ten percent of wards within the remaining models were under
limited guardianship.177

D. Staffing of Public Guardianship Programs178

The study found significant variation in program size and
staffing—and overall chronic understaffing. Staffing for the court
model ranged from a low of seven to a high of eight. Staffing for
the independent state office model ranged from two to seventy-
three, for the social service agency model from one-half to sixty-
two, and for the county model from eight to ninety. Most states
adopted standardized policies and procedures, and many adopted
hiring requirements. Both the independent state office model and
the social service agency model programs appear to have more
procedural mechanisms in place for staff training and evaluation
than do the court and county models.

176. However, note that the forty-one percent represents fourteen of the thirty-four
reporting programs, and thus a significant number of social service agency programs may
petition. Id. at 91.

177. The independent state office model reported the extent of guardianship at five
percent limited person and two percent limited property; the social service agency model
reported seven percent limited person and one percent limited property; and the county
model reported one percent each limited person and limited property. Id. at 93.

178. The following Section draws heavily from Public Guardianship Study, supra note
2, at 155. Again, this Article includes updated statutory information collected by the Au-
thors after publishing Public Guardianship Study, supra note 2.
The reported ward census was also quite diverse. Census figures ranged from 226 to 771 for the court model; 345 to 5,383 for the independent state office model; 2 to 3,224 for the social service agency model, and 150 to 3,400 for the county model. Extremely low numbers for some programs are likely to reflect nascent programs just beginning to fill their available slots for clients.

Few states could provide an estimate of the unmet need for public guardians, although most did indicate that they were chronically, and in some instances, dangerously understaffed. An alarming number of programs have extremely high ratios. The highest reported was 1 to 173 in New Mexico.

E. Ward Information

Programs reported that the majority of wards were between the ages of eighteen and sixty-four except in the social service model which only had forty-three percent of wards between those ages. The most frequent primary diagnoses of wards under public guardianship were mental illness, developmental disabilities, and mental retardation. All programs reporting residential setting of wards indicated that well over half the wards were in institutional settings.

Based on these reports, individuals under guardianship have shifted somewhat from an older adult population (for example, over age sixty-five) to a younger population (for example, ages eighteen to sixty-four). These younger wards seem to reflect a more challenging client mix. Unlike the finding in the 1981 Schmidt study, where the primary diagnosis of wards was dementia, this study found the primary diagnoses were mental illness, mental retardation, and developmental disability. Wards were fairly evenly split between men and women, again representing a shift from the 1981 study which found the majority of wards to be older white women. Finally, despite an improvement in the proportion of wards who are institutionalized, it is still clear that far too many wards are relegated to institutional settings. The lowest percentage of wards in institutions was in Kansas (thirty-seven
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percent), while the highest was in Los Angeles (ninety-seven percent).

F. Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats

Overwhelmingly, when respondents provided information on strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of public guardianship programs, the single greatest strength was that of the public guardianship staff. Most staff worked under difficult conditions with less than adequate remuneration and with difficult clients. Despite these conditions, turnover of staff was surprisingly low.

The primary reported weakness of the public guardianship programs was the lack of funding. The most consistently reported opportunity for the public guardian programs appeared to be education of the public although, out of necessity, this took a back seat to providing guardianship services. Not surprising, and similar to the findings in the 1981 study, was the assertion by virtually every program in every state of a critical lack of funding, which translated into circumscribed services for wards and inadequate staffing to meet wards’ needs. This remains the overarching threat to effective public guardianship programs, particularly as demographic shifts portend more individuals needing guardianship services.

Despite the uneven nature of the data provided, these data represent the most accurate information on public guardianship in the country and highlight both similarities and changes since the 1981 study. This very unevenness illustrates the necessity of implementing data-gathering tools, such as this survey, which will allow agencies, courts, states, and local and national policymakers to make educated and informed decisions about the lives of vulnerable populations.
IV. SELECTED STATE PUBLIC GUARDIANSHIP PROFILES

A. Methods for In-Depth Interviews and Site Visits

The original concept for this study was to gather in-depth information on three states without public guardianship and four states with public guardianship. These states were chosen because the benefactor of the study, The Retirement Research Foundation, specified that research efforts be focused on them. The research team, in consultation with the advisory committee, developed an interview guide for states in both categories. The team’s early knowledge of which states did and did not have public guardianship programs was informed chiefly by public guardianship statutes. However, as the researchers conducted interviews with key informants, the team found that each of the seven states studied—those thought to have no programs (Missouri, Iowa, and Wisconsin) and those thought to have public guardianship programs (Florida, Kentucky, Illinois, and Indiana)—did have some form of public guardianship. Thus, the following Sections are presented to reflect the study’s findings: “Case Studies of States with In-Depth Interviews,” and “Case Studies of States with Site Visits.”

The research team obtained information from these states not only through the national survey discussed earlier, but also from an in-depth telephone interview conducted by the investigatory team. Researchers arranged in-depth interviews with the state contact person (i.e., the individual the researchers discovered, via word of mouth, position held within the state, and other documents) expected to be the most knowledgeable in the state regarding public guardianship. The team then sent interview questions to the study participants well in advance of the interview. The interviews were tape-recorded with full knowledge of the participants involved. The audiotapes were later transcribed at the University of Kentucky, and the transcriptions were checked for accuracy. Interviews ranged from one to two and a half hours in

180. Much of the summary regarding state public guardianship profiles set forth in this Part was developed by the Authors in Public Guardianship Study, supra note 2. The text draws heavily from Public Guardianship Study, and for this reason the footnotes are minimal in this Part. For more detailed information on the following states or for other state profiles, see Public Guardianship Study, supra note 2, at 96–149.
duration with follow-up telephone calls or emails for clarification and additional documentation as needed. When requested and wherever possible, the interview participant read a draft of the interview summary for accuracy.

Given the unique statewide approaches and geographic and demographic differences in the states, no single approach emerged in filling the public guardianship void. Thus, each state’s answer to addressing the need for public guardianship is discussed as unique. Information is presented in the order in which the key informants in the states were interviewed.

B. Case Studies of States with In-Depth Interviews

1. Indiana

The state’s sixteen-year-old public guardianship program is coordinated by the state unit on aging with regional programs through Area Agencies on Aging and mental health associations. The program is state-funded. Some regional programs use Medicaid funding to pay for guardianship services.

The program served approximately 289 individuals in the 2003 fiscal year. The local programs petition for guardianship. A rough estimate of time spent on each case was five hours. Caseloads per individual guardian ranged from twenty-five to forty-four wards. Wards are visited at least monthly, but wards in nursing homes are visited every ninety days.

While a statewide needs assessment is underway, the unmet need is perceived as substantial, and the funding is limited. The programs are at “maximum capacity” at current caseloads, and the program does not serve as guardian of last resort with unlimited intake.

2. Iowa

Current public guardianship needs in Iowa are met in piece-meal fashion and in many areas not at all. State legislation creating a system of volunteer guardianship programs was enacted but not funded, and only one county has such a program. An additional county operates an independent staff-based program that provides guardianship, conservatorship, and representative payee services. Also, under a state law, seven counties have established
substitute medical decisionmaking boards of last resort for individuals without the capacity to give informed consent if there is no one else to do so. This leaves much of the state without public guardianship. Practitioners and advocates are acutely aware of the gap and are assessing unmet need and developing proposals to create a statewide public guardianship program.181

3. Missouri

Missouri law provides for an elected county public administrator to serve as guardian of last resort in each of the state’s 115 jurisdictions. There is wide variability throughout the state in the following: the background and experience of the public administrators; the method of payment; the additional functions they perform; the caseloads; the extent of support from county commissioners and judges; and whether the administrators petition for guardianship cases. This system of public administrators as public guardians is unique. On the positive side, the system covers the state. On the negative side, using elected officials to perform this critical role interferes with continuity and works against the development of a cadre of qualified, stable, and experienced surrogate decisionmakers. Moreover, funding is uneven and patently insufficient, sometimes resulting in dangerously high caseloads.

4. Wisconsin

While there is no statewide public guardianship program and no statutory provision, Wisconsin does have three mechanisms that are paid for or approved by the state to provide for guardianship of last resort. First, corporate guardians are incorporated entities that provide guardianship services with payment by counties or from the estate of the ward. They are state-approved and located in all parts of the state. Second, volunteer guardianship programs are operated by county agencies or non-profit entities and were originally funded by small state grants. And third, county-paid guardians serve five or fewer wards. A Guardianship

Support Center provides technical assistance on guardianship and surrogate decisionmaking issues statewide. Unlike other states studied, the interview did not make reference to a large unmet need for public guardianship services.

C. Case Studies of States with Site Visits

The study included intensive site visits in three states—Florida, Kentucky, and Illinois. Each visit included focus groups of public guardianship staff, judges and court administrators, attorneys, adult-protective-services staff, and professionals in aging and disability fields. The visits also included interviews with selected wards.

1. Florida

The Statewide Public Guardianship Office is located in the Florida Department of Elder Affairs. The Office contracts with sixteen local programs, generally non-profit entities that cover twenty-three of the sixty-seven counties in the state. The programs serve as both guardian of the person and of property as well as representative payee. Most of the local programs have a mixture of funding sources, but many rely heavily on court filing fees. A recent change in the Florida Constitution resulted in removal of the counties' authority to direct filing fees toward public guardianship.

Although a matching grant program was enacted, funds were not allocated to the program, and the Office assisted the local programs in identifying alternative sources of funding. The Office was moving toward establishment of uniform procedures across programs. Florida law provides for a one to forty staff-to-ward ratio. Once programs reach this level, for any additional cases there is an unmet need in the locality with no last-resort decisionmaker. Moreover, many informants perceived the lack of resources to support the filing of guardianship petitions as a serious barrier to securing public guardianship for individuals in need. Finally, the guardian ad litem system appeared irregular, with little training for attorneys who take on this role.
2. Kentucky

In the 1990s, the Office of the Public Guardian was placed within the Department of Social Services, now the Department for Community Based Services in the Cabinet for Health and Family Services. This shift dramatically increased the number of wards without a commensurate increase in staffing or funding. More recently, the public guardianship program came under the supervision of the service regions in the state.

There are sixteen service regions and six guardianship regions. Staff-to-ward ratios are approximately one to eighty with many staff shouldering caseloads far higher along with their administrative duties. The mixture of rural and urban locations in the state created additional difficulties in meeting ward needs and visiting them in a timely manner. That the coordinator for the public guardianship program also has responsibilities for adult protective services appeared to present a marked conflict of interest, and attempts are underway to rectify this.

3. Illinois

Illinois has a dual system of public guardianship. The Office of State Guardian (OSG) is located within the Illinois Guardianship and Advocacy Commission. It functions statewide through seven regional offices and serves wards with estates of less than $25,000. The Office of Public Guardian is a county-by-county program serving wards with estates of $25,000 and over, with the largest and most sophisticated program located in Cook County.

The OSG serves approximately 5,500 wards. It has one of the highest staff-to-ward ratios in the study at 1 to 132 for guardianship of only the person and 1 to 31 for guardianship of the property. OSG aims to compensate for its high caseload by providing extensive staff training, including having nearly all staff certified as Registered Guardians through the National Guardianship Foundation. OSG also engages in significant cross-training with other entities. Staff come from a variety of disciplines, predominately social work and law. Visits to wards occur once every three months or less. Focus group participants stressed that OSG, plagued by a grave lack of funding, serves far too many wards and is stretched too thin. They noted wards frequently receive insuffi-
cient personal attention because of inadequate staffing. OSG rarely petitions to become guardian.

The Cook County Office of Public Guardian, for the past twenty-five years (until very recently), had been directed by a highly visible attorney who has garnered significant resources, media attention, and support for the program. Cook County OPG serves approximately 650 adult wards and 12,000 children. Approximately forty percent of the adult OPG wards were living in the community, and twenty-five percent were exploited prior to being served by the program. Cook County OPG petitions to become guardian and filed a number of critical lawsuits to protect the interests of wards. OPG programs in the rest of the state, those not covered in our site visit, appeared uneven.

Each of the seven states profiled presents a unique cross-section of public guardianship. While the programs have a high degree of variation, some common themes emerged. Particularly, most were struggling with caseloads that were too high and budgets that were too low. In four of the states studied in this Section, public guardianship was not available in all parts of the state. The research team registered high concern for states without statewide coverage, with chronic understaffing, and with insufficiency of government services for a growing unmet need for public guardianship.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conclusions and recommendation presented in this Article emerge from the national survey as well as the in-depth interviews of key informants in the seven states examined. The major conclusions follow the research design of the Schmidt study\textsuperscript{182} to facilitate a direct comparison over time. This research expands on the Schmidt study by presenting additional information not previously available. Some conclusions are less empirically based than others and constitute preliminary findings necessitating future research.

The analysis of public guardianship statutes and programs identifies forty-eight states with either explicitly or implicitly defined public guardianship programs. Like the 1981 Schmidt

\textsuperscript{182.} Schmidt et al., \textit{supra} n. 1.
study, some explicit statutes have no programs, while some implicit programs are highly evolved. Also consistent with Schmidt's study is the variation in both the interstate and intrastate public guardianship programs. The taxonomy of organizing models (i.e., court, independent state office, social service providing agency, and county) remains viable. The social service agency model was the predominant model in nineteen states in 1981, and its implementation increased to thirty-three states. As in the earlier work, the heterogeneity of public guardianship is stressed as conclusions and recommendations are delineated.

A. Conclusions

1. Individuals Served

Public guardianship programs serve a wide variety of individuals. The overwhelming majority of state statutes provide for services to incapacitated individuals who are determined to need guardians under the adult guardianship law but who have no person or private entity qualified and willing to serve. However, four state schemes limit services to elderly people, four focus exclusively on individuals with specific mental disabilities, three specifically reference minors, and some target services only to adult-protective-services clients.

Public guardianship programs serve younger individuals with more complex needs than twenty-five years ago. The 2005 study found that individuals age sixty-five and over constitute between thirty-seven percent and fifty-seven percent of public guardianship wards, while those age eighteen to sixty-four comprise between forty-three percent and sixty-two percent of total wards. Younger clients include a range of individuals with mental illness, mental retardation, developmental disability, head injuries, and substance abuse.

Among states with data on institutionalization, a majority of public guardianship wards are institutionalized. In the national survey, fifteen programs, located in fourteen states, reported the proportion of wards institutionalized—ranging from thirty-seven percent to ninety-seven percent. Eleven of fifteen programs providing this information indicated that between sixty percent and ninety-seven percent of their wards lived in institutional settings.
Twelve jurisdictions indicated that between sixty percent and one-hundred percent of their wards lived in institutional settings.

The Olmstead v. L.C. ex rel. Zimring case provides a strong mandate for re-evaluation of the high proportion of public guardianship clients who are institutionalized. The United States Supreme Court’s 1999 Olmstead decision serves as a charge to public guardianship programs to assess their institutionalized wards for possible transfer to community settings and to vigorously promote home and community-based placements when possible.

2. Program Characteristics

Public guardianship programs are categorized into four distinct models. In 1977, Regan and Springer outlined four models of public guardianship: (1) a court model; (2) an independent state office; (3) a division of a social service agency; and, (4) a county agency.\(^{183}\) The 1981 Schmidt study used these same four models but recognized that there were many exceptions and variations and that public guardianship in some states did not fit neatly into this classification.\(^{184}\) The national survey for the 2005 study used a variation on the classification and, in reviewing the responses, found that the original categories remain appropriate. It found that three states (four programs) use the court model, four states use the independent state office model, an overwhelming thirty-three states place public guardianship in a division of a social service agency (either state or local), and ten states use a county model (Illinois uses two distinct models as does Wisconsin).\(^ {185}\)

All but two states (and Washington, DC) have some form of public guardianship. In 1981, the Schmidt study found that thirty-four states had provisions for public guardianship. The 2005 study defined “public guardianship” as “the appointment and responsibility of a public official or publicly funded organization to serve as legal guardian in the absence of willing and responsible family members or friends to serve as, or in the absence

183. Regan & Springer, supra n. 6, at 111.
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185. Subsequently, Georgia enacted a statute providing that individuals and entities may register as public guardians with the county probate courts under a system established by the Division of Aging. Ga. Code Ann. §§ 29-10-1–29-10-11 (2005).
of resources to employ, a private guardian.”  186 Using this definition, the study found that all states except Nebraska, Wyoming, and the District of Columbia have some form of public guardianship.  187

A clear majority of the states use a social services model of public guardianship. A striking finding is the increase in the number of states (thirty-three) falling under the social services agency model. This compares with nineteen states in the earlier study. This model presents a grave conflict of interest in that the guardian cannot objectively evaluate services provided to wards—nor can the guardian independently advocate for the interests of the ward.

Some governmental entities providing public guardianship services do not perceive that they are doing so. The study definition of public guardianship is broad and is based on governmental funding. The definition includes some administrative arrangements that are not explicitly labeled as “public guardianship” in state law. The definition also includes some instances in which state or local governments pay for private entities to serve as guardians of last resort. A number of states with such implicit or de facto systems maintain that they do not have public guardianship.

A number of states contract for public guardianship services. Eleven states contract for public guardianship services. While this may allow states to experiment with various models, it also may pose a threat if the lines of authority are unclear.  188

3. Program Functions

Many public guardianship programs serve as both guardian of the person and property, but some serve more limited roles. A high number of clients receive only guardian-of-the-person ser-

---
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vices. The vast majority of state statutes provide for public guardianship programs to serve as both guardian of the person and property.

*Public guardianship programs vary in the extent of community education and outreach performed.* Thirty out of thirty-four respondents indicated that they educate the community about public guardianship. Nineteen programs provide technical assistance to private guardians, and four programs monitor private guardians. Not all programs are performing this important function.

*Petitioning is a problematic role for public guardianship programs.* The 1981 Schmidt study concluded that public guardianship programs that petition for their own appointment are subject to clear conflicts of interest. On the other hand, if the public guardianship program may not or does not petition, frequently there is a backlog of cases in which at-risk individuals in need are simply not served or preventable emergencies are not avoided.

*Court costs and filing fees are a significant barrier to use of public guardianship services.* Interview respondents in several states indicated that court costs and filing fees can present an insurmountable obstacle to filing petitions for court appointment of the public guardian.

4. Program Funding and Staffing

*States have significant unmet needs for public guardianship and other surrogate decisionmaking services.* A striking majority of survey respondents could not estimate the unmet need for public guardianship in the state. Only sixteen of fifty-three jurisdictions are able to provide this critically important information. A number of states have conducted unmet need surveys (e.g., Florida, Utah, and Virginia), and so gathering sufficient data for this purpose is neither difficult nor highly expensive. Not only should each state establish its unmet need numbers (with an unduplicated count), but also each state should conduct such surveys on a periodic basis, rather than on a one-time basis.

*Staff size and caseload in public guardianship programs show enormous variability.* Staff size varied from one individual in a single program to ninety individuals in one county alone. Caseloads also varied widely with a low of two (a program in its
infancy) to a high of 173 per staff person (a program in New Mexico). The average ratio of staff to wards was one to thirty-six. The total number of wards per program ranged from two (in the nascent program in Florida) to a high of 5,383 (in the OSG, Illinois program). The median number that any program served was 216 wards. Though these numbers are still too high, in most cases they represent a decrease in numbers from Schmidt’s study with ratios cut fifty percent in some instances. Reported time spent with individual wards ranged from one hour biannually to over twenty hours per week.

Educational requirements for staff in public guardianship programs varied. Educational requirements for staff in programs varied considerably with some requiring a high school diploma (two programs), while others required an advanced or terminal degree, such as a J.D. or Ph.D. Certification of guardians, including public guardians, is required in some states. The National Guardianship Association (NGA) conducts an examination that certifies both Registered and Master Guardians. NGA developed a Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice, portions of which many programs now use.\(^{189}\)

Public guardianship programs are frequently understaffed and underfunded. Virtually all states reported that lack of funding and staffing is their greatest weakness and greatest threat. The study identified staff-to-ward ratios as high as 1 to 50, 1 to 80 and even 1 to 173. Eleven states estimated a need for additional funding to support adequate staff ranging from $150,000 to $20 million.

Although some public guardianship programs use ratios to cap the number of clients, most serve as a guardian of last resort without limits on intake. Statutes in seven states provide for a recommended staff-to-ward ratio. In selected additional jurisdictions, caps are imposed administratively. But most public guardianship programs serve as a true “last resort” and must accept cases regardless of staffing level.

Funding for public guardianship is from a patchwork of sources, none sufficient. In the prior study, state statutes typically
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were silent on funding for public guardianship. Today, although almost half of state statutes reference authorization for state or county monies, actual appropriations are frequently insufficient or not forthcoming. Most states reported multiple funding channels with state general funds the leading source, followed by fees collected from clients with assets. Fifteen states used client fees as reimbursement for services. In particular, seven states used Medicaid dollars to fund the establishment of guardianship or for guardianship services. Some states listed guardianship in their Medicaid plan. At least one state, Illinois, uses an "administrative claiming" model to access Medicaid funds in which the federal government provides a match for state funds used to pay for guardianship services that help incapacitated individuals to apply for Medicaid funds. At least one state, Kentucky, bills Medicaid for guardianship services under its Targeted Case Management program. The State of Washington uses Medicaid dollars to supplement funding for private guardians.

The Olmstead case provides a strong impetus to support public guardianship. The landmark 1999 U.S. Supreme Court Olmstead case\(^{190}\) requires states to fully integrate people with disabilities into community settings when appropriate as an alternative to institutional placements. The Olmstead case serves as a charge to states to address the unmet need by establishing and more fully funded public guardianship programs.

5. Public Guardianship as Part of State Guardianship System: Due Process Protections and Other Reform Issues

Very little data exist on public guardianship. Many states have insufficient or uneven data on adult guardianship in general\(^{191}\) and on public guardianship specifically. The study found no state that maintains outcome data on changes in wards over the course of the guardianship.

Courts rarely appoint the public guardian as a limited guardian. In the national survey, there were eleven times more plenary than limited guardianships of property and four times more plenary than limited guardianships of the person. In focus groups

\(^{190}\) 527 U.S. at 607.

\(^{191}\) GAO Study, supra n. 29, at 4, 29.
and interviews, estimates of the proportion of limited appointments ranged from one percent to twenty percent with many reporting that plenary appointments are made as a matter of course. This is in accordance with observations about limited guardianship by other sources.\textsuperscript{192}

The guardian ad litem system, as currently implemented, is an impediment to effective public guardianship services. The in-depth interviews with key informants and with various groups in all site visits revealed flaws in the use of guardians ad litem (GALs). There is a movement toward eliminating GALs from court proceedings, a position consistent with some commentary and with court decisions or guidelines in Florida, Montana, Nebraska, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Vermont, and Washington.\textsuperscript{193} The 2004 study proposes the establishment of an adequately staffed and funded GAL system similar to the public defender system, so that the GAL function is uniform in the state and similar across states.

Oversight and accountability of public guardianship are uneven. Monitoring of public guardianship was assessed at two levels—internal programmatic auditing procedures and court oversight. State public guardianship programs with responsibility for local or regional offices showed great variability in their monitoring practices. However, uniform internal reporting forms generally are lacking. In many states there is no state-level public guardianship coordinating entity, leaving localities that perform public guardianship functions adrift.

Public guardianship programs generally are subject to the same provisions for judicial oversight as private guardians and must submit regular accountings and personal status reports on the ward. Public guardianship statutes in twenty-one states specifically provide for court review or for special additional court


oversight. Most interview respondents found no difference in
court monitoring of public and private guardians, frequently
pointing out the need for stronger monitoring of both sectors.
Judges did not report additional oversight measures for public
guardianship cases in view of the large caseloads and chronic un-
derstaffing.

6. Court Cases Involving Public Guardianship

Litigation is an important but little used strategy for strength-
ening public guardianship programs. The 1981 study found that
litigation in the public guardianship arena was “a recent phe-
nomenon” and that its impact on programs was “not clear.”\textsuperscript{194} The
study predicted a rapid expansion. More recently, lawsuits are
used effectively but surprisingly sparingly to improve public
guardianship programs and to improve conditions for public
guardianship wards. In general, however, litigation is used infre-
fquently to confront deficiencies in public guardianship programs
as well as by public guardianship programs to provide for their
wards. The \textit{Olmstead} case may open the door to more litigation
challenges on both fronts.

B. Recommendations

1. Individuals Served

States should provide adequate funding for home and com-
munity-based care for wards under public guardianship. Public
guardianship wards need basic services as well as surrogate deci-
sionmaking. The \textit{Olmstead} case offers a powerful mandate for
funding such services to integrate individuals with disabilities
into the community.

The effect of public guardianship services on wards over time
merits study. Although some guardianships are still instituted
primarily for third-party interests, the purpose of guardianship is
to provide for ward needs, improve or maintain ward functioning,
and protect the assets of those unable to care for themselves.
What is needed to improve guardianship services is to capture the
benefit of this state service to the wards. Longitudinal ward stud-

\textsuperscript{194} Schmidt et al., \textit{supra} n. 1, at 171.
ies utilizing social and medical information would facilitate comparisons within states and between models.

2. Program Characteristics

States would benefit from an updated model public guardianship act. Model public guardianship acts were proposed in the 1970s and by the Schmidt study in 1981. An updated model act and commentary would clarify the most effective administrative structure and location and would offer critical guidance.

States should avoid a social services agency model. At the time of this writing, thirty-three states had a social services agency model of public guardianship with its inherent conflicts of interest. At stake is the inability of the public guardian program to effectively and freely advocate for the ward.

3. Program Functions

State public guardianship programs should establish standardized forms and reporting instruments. To achieve consistency and accountability, state public guardianship programs should design and require local entities to use uniform reporting forms and should provide for regular electronic summary and submission of this information for periodic compilation at the state level.

Public guardianship programs should limit their functions to best serve individuals with the greatest needs. The study found that public guardianship programs serve a broad array of functions for their wards and many also serve third-party clients other than wards. The Second National Guardianship Conference (Wingspan) recommendations urged that "[guardians and guardianship agencies] should not directly provide services such as housing, medical care, and social services to their own wards, absent court approval and monitoring". When programs are inadequately staffed and funded, as indicated by nearly every program surveyed, programs should only perform public guardianship and public guardianship services alone.

195. Id. at 179–203.
Public guardianship programs should adopt minimum standards of practice. Some but not all public guardianship programs have written policies and procedures. Written policies provide consistency over time and across local offices.

Public guardianship programs should not petition for their own appointment, should identify others to petition, and should implement multidisciplinary screening committees to review potential cases. Because of the inherent conflicts involved, public guardianship programs should not serve as both petitioner and guardian for the same individuals. Moreover, whether programs petition or not, they should establish screening panels that meet regularly to identify less restrictive alternatives, identify community petitioners and/or community guardians, seek to limit the scope of the guardianship order, and consider the most appropriate plan of care.

Public guardianship programs should track cost savings to the state and report the amount regularly to the legislature and the governor. To our knowledge, only one state (Virginia) has adequately tracked cost savings. The presentation of cost savings figures in the Commonwealth of Virginia provided justification for the establishment of the programs in 1998 and aided in advocacy for expanding the system. Each state should begin collecting this information, using the Virginia model as a reference.

Public guardianship programs should undergo a periodic external evaluation. Some states (Virginia and Utah) and some localities (Washoe County, Nevada) have built periodic evaluation into their statutes and settlement agreements, respectively. Periodic external evaluations should encourage input from guardianship stakeholders and evaluators alike.

### 4. Program Funding and Staffing

Public guardianship programs should be capped at specific staff-to-ward ratios. The 1981 report strongly endorsed use of staff-to-ward ratios, indicating that a one-to-twenty ratio would best enable adequate individualized ward attention. States could

---

begin with pilot programs to demonstrate the ward outcomes achieved with specified ratios.

*States should provide adequate funding for public guardianship programs.* Each state should establish a minimum cost per ward. State funding should enable public guardianship programs to operate with specified staff-to-ward ratios.

*Research should explore state approaches to use of Medicaid to fund public guardianship.* This study demonstrated that an increasing number of states are using Medicaid funds to help support public guardianship services and that states use different mechanisms to access Medicaid funds. The extent and creative use of various Medicaid provisions for guardianship merits further examination.

5. **Public Guardianship as Part of State Guardianship System: Due Process Protections and Other Reform Issues**

*State court administrative offices should move toward the collection of uniform, consistent basic data elements on adult guardianship, including public guardianship.* The GAO supported the uniform collection of data on guardianship in a recent study.198 States should use a uniform standard of minimum information for data collection, using this national public guardianship survey as a baseline and guide. Computer records should be configured to accomplish information extraction.

*Courts should exercise increased oversight of public guardianship programs.* Courts should establish additional monitoring procedures (e.g., annual program report, regular random file reviews and audits, periodic meetings with program directors) for public guardianship beyond regular statutorily mandated review of accountings and reports required of all guardians.

*Courts should increase the use of limited orders in public guardianship.* Routine use of limited orders could be enhanced by check-off categories of authorities on the petition form, directions to the court investigator to examine limited approaches, and templates for specific kinds of standard or semi-standard limited orders.199

---

198. GAO Study, supra n. 29, at 32.
Courts should waive costs and filing fees for indigent public guardianship wards. Indigent individuals needing help from the public guardianship program have no other recourse and should have access to a court hearing and appointment. Court fees create an obstacle that is not consistent with the function of providing a societal last resort.

Courts should examine the role of guardians ad litem and court investigators, especially as it bears on the public guardianship system. There is wide variability in interpretation and performance of the GAL role, and it merits critical evaluation.

Research should explore the functioning of the Uniform Veterans’ Guardianship Act as implemented by the states. About a third of states have adopted the Uniform Veterans’ Guardianship Act that provides for coordination between the Department of Veterans Affairs and state courts handling adult guardianship, ensuring special safeguards when the ward is a veteran. In 2004, the United States Government Accountability Office (GAO) recommended the strengthening of such coordination.\(^{200}\) State implementation of the Act directly affects veterans who are public guardianship wards and merits examination.

C. Hallmarks of an Efficient and Effective Public Guardianship Program

We conclude our recommendations with hallmarks of an excellent program. We propose the following attributes as benchmarks against which any reputable program should be measured:

- a statutory staffing ratio;
- a screening committee (i.e., for funneling appropriate cases to the public guardian);
- uniform computerized forms (e.g., intake, initial assessment, care plan, decisional accounting, staff time logs, changes in ward condition, values history);
- consistency and uniformity of local or regional components of a state program;

\(^{200}\) Staton L. Rev. 735, 749–750 (2002).
• conduct of regular meaningful external evaluations;
• tracking of cost savings to state;
• support and recognition of staff;
• development and updating of written policies and procedures, using National Guardianship Association Standards as a guide;
• establishment of strong community links;
• avoidance of petitioning for own wards;
• an advisory council;
• regular visits to wards—once a month, at a minimum;
• multiple funding sources including Medicaid;
• exploration of use of a pooled trust to maximize client benefits;
• maximized use of media and lawsuits;
• information for policymakers and the general public about guardianship services and alternatives; and
• development of a reputable, computerized database of information that uses information requested in this study as a baseline.

D. Final Thoughts

Simply put, we conclude with the following statement from Winsor Schmidt’s 1981 study, as true now as it was in 1981:

Public guardianship is being endorsed, but only if it is done properly. By “properly” we mean with adequate funding and staffing, including specified staff-to-ward ratios, and with the various due process safeguards that we have detailed . . . . The office should be prepared to manage guardianship of person and property, but it should not be dependent upon the collection of fees for service.

The functions of the office should include coordinating services, working as an advocate for the ward, and educating professionals and the public regarding the functions of guardianship. “The of-
fice should also be concerned with private guardianship, in the sense of developing private sources and to some extent carrying out an oversight role.”201

201. Schmidt et al., supra n. 1, at 175.
Public Guardianship: Where Is It and What Does It Need?

by Dorothy Siemon, Sally Balch Hurme, and Charles P. Sabatino*

I. Introduction

This article describes the current status of public guardianship in the United States and suggests directions for reform and further study. The only extensive study on public guardianship was done over ten years ago by Professor Winsor Schmidt. Since Schmidt's study, many states have adopted new laws attempting to protect the ward's due process rights and to correct other abuses in the guardianship system. However, new problems concerning public guardianship programs have arisen.

II. Statutory Survey

A. What Is a Public Guardian?

In examining each of the 50 states' statutes to determine if there was a public guardianship provision, a preliminary problem was the difficulty in defining a public guardian because of the overwhelming variety among public guardian schemes. It was challenging to define public guardian in a way to include statutory provisions that function like public guardianship as well as those statutes that explicitly create a public guardian.

The necessary element is government (state or county) involvement through funding or monitoring. For this project, public guardian is defined as a nonprivate individual or agency (including an employee of the state or county, a governmental office, quasi-governmental program, or volunteer program that receives some state or county government funding and/or oversight) lawfully invested with the power and duty to take care of people and manage their property and rights because they are considered incapable of managing their own affairs by reason of some peculiarity of status.

B. Explicit and Implicit Enabling Provisions

"Explicit" and "implicit" public guardianship provisions are distinct. Explicit statutory provisions specifically refer to a public guardian. For example, Delaware has a statutory provision setting up an office of the public guardian. Implicit provisions "provide for a mechanism equivalent to public guardianship, without actually designating the mechanism as 'public guardian.'" For example, Wisconsin's statute does not have a specific enabling provision but the state provides funds to coun-

---
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1 WINSOR C. SCHMIDT ET AL., A NATIONAL STUDY: PUBLIC GUARDIANSHIP AND THE ELDERLY (1979). Schmidt concluded that public guardianship should be continued but only if done properly. He maintained that less restrictive alternatives must be considered in each case so guardianship is used only as a last resort; the determination of incompetency and the appointment of a guardian must be done in an adversarial setting to protect wards' rights; and partial, voluntary, and time-limited guardianships should be encouraged. Schmidt further stated that proper public guardianship services required improved accountability and adequate funding and staffing including specified staff-ward ratios; public guardians should be able to serve as guardian of the person or the estate; the budget cannot depend on fees for services; they should not only advocate for their wards but also educate the public about guardianship; public guardians should promote and assist the development of private guardians and provide some oversight of private guardians' performance.

2 DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 12, § 3991.

3 SCHMIDT, supra note 1, at 11.
ties to operate the functional equivalent of a public guardianship program. This distinction is useful for classification purposes, but there is no positive correlation between nomenclature and program efficacy. Implicit schemes can be and sometimes are more effective than some explicit schemes.

C. Statutory Survey Results

Chart A on pages 590 through 593 gives the results of the state statutory survey, addressing whether a public guardian (serving the elderly) is available. Chart B on page 594 classifies the type of public guardianship program (or lack of one) in each state. The 50 states are classified into five models for providing public guardianship services.

III. Interview Results

The following is a more detailed description of the programs in 5 of the 11 states studied more extensively, including one from each of the five models.

A. Independent State Public Guardianship Agency: Alaska

Created in 1984, Alaska’s Office of Public Advocacy (OPA) serves as public guardian and provides visitors and experts in guardianship proceedings when the state has been nominated as guardian.

OPA is appointed guardian as a last resort when no person or private guardianship association is willing and qualified to serve. OPA serves adults adjudged incapacitated or minors subject to protective proceedings. The public guardian’s powers and duties are the same as a private guardian or conservator.

Established in the Alaska Department of Administration, OPA’s main office in Anchorage consists of the chief public guardian, four public guardians, an accounting technician, and an accounting clerk. One public employee not providing social services: Public employees serve as public guardians either because they are specifically given such duties or they are required to serve as guardian of last resort when no one else is available. They may be a judge, sheriff, public fiduciary, or administrator.

(4) Government Employee Not Providing Social Services: Public employees serve as public guardians either because they are specifically given such duties or they are required to serve as guardian of last resort when no one else is available. They may be a judge, sheriff, public fiduciary, or administrator.

(5) Other: Courts use some mechanism different from the other four models or have no mechanism functionally equivalent to public guardianship.

After classifying each state into one of the five models, a questionnaire was sent to selected states and telephone interviews with pertinent staff were conducted to obtain more detailed information on their public guardianship programs. The information available varied in scope and detail; thus, the descriptions below vary in content and length.

(6) Other: Courts use some mechanism different from the other four models or have no mechanism functionally equivalent to public guardianship.

After classifying each state into one of the five models, a questionnaire was sent to selected states and telephone interviews with pertinent staff were conducted to obtain more detailed information on their public guardianship programs. The information available varied in scope and detail; thus, the descriptions below vary in content and length.

(6) Other: Courts use some mechanism different from the other four models or have no mechanism functionally equivalent to public guardianship.

(7) Other: Courts use some mechanism different from the other four models or have no mechanism functionally equivalent to public guardianship.

(8) After classifying each state into one of the five models, a questionnaire was sent to selected states and telephone interviews with pertinent staff were conducted to obtain more detailed information on their public guardianship programs. The information available varied in scope and detail; thus, the descriptions below vary in content and length.

(9) After classifying each state into one of the five models, a questionnaire was sent to selected states and telephone interviews with pertinent staff were conducted to obtain more detailed information on their public guardianship programs. The information available varied in scope and detail; thus, the descriptions below vary in content and length.

(10) After classifying each state into one of the five models, a questionnaire was sent to selected states and telephone interviews with pertinent staff were conducted to obtain more detailed information on their public guardianship programs. The information available varied in scope and detail; thus, the descriptions below vary in content and length.

(11) After classifying each state into one of the five models, a questionnaire was sent to selected states and telephone interviews with pertinent staff were conducted to obtain more detailed information on their public guardianship programs. The information available varied in scope and detail; thus, the descriptions below vary in content and length.
## Chart A: Public Guardianship Statutory Survey Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Is Public Guardianship Available?</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>General guardian for the county; if no general guardian the sheriff must be appointed guardian. Ala. Code § 26-2-50 (1987).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Is Public Guardianship Available?</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Dep’t of Human Services administers Adult Guardianship Services Program. Services provided to incapacitated adults who are indigent or unable to obtain private guardianship services, Ind. Code Ann. § 4-28-17-5 (1989), AND who are patients in state facilities or participants in state funded programs and for whom guardianship would result in reduced state expenditures, Ind. Code Ann. § 4-28-17-21. DHS contracts in each region with not-for-profit corporation to provide least restrictive services or guardianship. Ind. Code Ann. § 4-28-17-19 (1989).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No explicit provision for a public guardian. However, Kansas Advocacy and Protective Services, Inc. (KAPS) Guardianship Program provides guardians/conservators for indigent wards with no one available to serve as guardian. State-wide program; legislative appropriation. See Kan. Adult Services Manual § 3100 (1989).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>State Commissioner appointed guardian but delegates authority to County Welfare Dep’t to provide (or contract with a nonprofit organization to provide) services to vulnerable adults eligible for Medical Assistance. Minn. Stat. Ann. § 252A (West 1989). Court may appoint Commissioner of Dep’t of Human Services to serve as guardian/conservator of person with mental retardation. Persons with mental illness, chemical dependency or who are elderly not eligible for public guardianship. Minn. Stat. Ann. § 525 (Supp. 1989).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Chart A: Public Guardianship Statutory Survey Results—continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Is Public Guardianship Available?</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Dep't of Family Services can act as temporary guardian. Officially approved, nonprofit organizations or private associations can also serve, although no state supervision or funding. Mont. Code Ann. § 72-5-312 (1989).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Any person deemed qualified by the court may be appointed guardian. New Mex. Stat. Ann. § 45-5-311 (1989). In practice state contracts with private, nonprofit organizations to provide guardianship services to incapacitated individuals who have no one else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Community Guardian Program/Social Services Agency contracts with nonprofit organizations to provide services. N.Y. Mental Hyg. Law §§ 77.01 to 78.31 (McKinney 1989).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>County Court or Board of County Commissioners can create county Public Guardian. Or. Rev. Stat. § 126.905 (1984).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Chart A: Public Guardianship Statutory Survey Results—continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Is Public Guardianship Available?</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Office of Public Guardian located in Division of Licensing &amp; Protection within Dep’t of Aging &amp; Disabilities. Statewide public guardianship program created to make guardianship services available to mentally disabled persons 60 years of age or older when court is unable to appoint guardian from private sector. Vt. Stat. Ann. tit.14, § 3091 (1992). Director employs persons to serve as public guardians in each planning area served by area agencies on aging. Public guardian must make reasonable effort to locate a suitable private guardian; annually report this effort to the court; monitor the ward’s care through minimum of quarterly visits; and may provide assistance to private guardians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No specific authorization. Wis. Stat. Ann. §§ 880.01-.39 (West 1988). Dep’t of Health and Social Services gives grants to county agencies to recruit, train, monitor volunteers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Recently enacted law creates an office of the state public guardian under the governor’s planning council on developmental disabilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Chart B: Classification of State Public Guardian Efforts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent State Agency also providing Social Services</th>
<th>Private Sector Via Volunteers or Contract</th>
<th>Government Employee not Providing Social Services</th>
<th>None or Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Alabama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>West Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Guardian is also located in Juneau and one in Fairbanks. OPA also uses VISTA, Jesuit and community volunteers, student interns, and trainees through the JTPA and the JOBS program.\(^{12}\)

OPA currently serves about 405 wards statewide with the majority in Anchorage where half the state's population reside. Approximately one-third of the wards have mental illnesses, one-third have developmental disabilities, and one-third are elderly. About one-fourth of the wards are in nursing homes.\(^{13}\)

OPA also contracts for court visitors in guardianship cases. The court visitor assesses alternatives to guardianship and makes recommendations to the court during initial guardianship proceedings as well as reports to the court every three years on the ward's mental, physical, and financial status. Court visitors essentially oversee both public and private guardianships.\(^{14}\) A potential conflict of interest exists here because OPA funds the court visitor. It is the court visitor who essentially recommends whether a guardianship is necessary; OPA may then serve as guardian. OPA maintains that this conflict of interest has not been a problem.\(^{15}\)

Once a petition is filed OPA contracts for the court visitor and attorney for the proposed ward. Staff attorneys formerly represented the wards. However, now that they are too busy responding to needs of abused and neglected children and indigent criminal defendants, OPA must contract with private attorneys to represent the potential wards.\(^{16}\)

Although court visitors are required to search for alternatives to public guardianship, few alternative services are available. One program provides representative payees for mentally ill individuals, but this program is reluctant to take difficult cases. Many individuals do not want the same program providing their mental health services and controlling their money. Thus, the representative payee services available are too limited to accommodate all those in need. Case management and other

---

\(^{12}\) Telephone Interview with Dorcus Jackson, Public Guardian of Alaska (Sept. 1992). OPA was purposefully not placed in the department of social services to avoid a conflict of interest.

\(^{13}\) Id.

\(^{14}\) AUDIT REP., supra note 10, at 6.

\(^{15}\) Telephone Interview with Jackson, supra note 12.

\(^{16}\) Id.
Types of social services are simply not available in the quantity needed. Often when OPA is appointed guardian of the estate only, and the person also needs social services, OPA arranges for these services because no other alternatives exist.\textsuperscript{17}

According to Alaska’s public guardian, the only source of guardians other than private guardians or OPA is a private, nonprofit organization that provides guardianship services. However, to be eligible for this organization’s services a ward must have at least $3,000 per month in income or more than $10,000 in assets. Another problem OPA cited in finding suitable private guardians is that family members who initially serve as guardian often prove to be unreliable.\textsuperscript{18}

OPA attributes the rising need for public guardianship to Alaska’s rapidly growing elderly population, to greater awareness of what OPA does, and to nursing homes in Alaska interpreting the Nursing Home Reform law as requiring guardians for all incapacitated residents.\textsuperscript{19}

The Legislative Budget and Audit Committee of the Alaska state legislature recently directed a review and audit of OPA’s Public Guardian Program. The preliminary audit report, issued in March 1992, found deficiencies particularly in the monitoring of financial matters.\textsuperscript{20} OPA believes that the audit unfairly represents the program because the assessment focuses too heavily on financial accountability and does not examine the services it provides. In addition, OPA staff actively participated in the audit, and many of the audit recommendations were issues the staff had identified as areas of concern and were addressing. OPA identified one positive result of the audit to be an increased attention level by state legislators to the office’s needs.\textsuperscript{21}

B. Government Agency Also Providing Social Services: Georgia

In Georgia, the director of the county Department of Family and Children Services (DFCS) serves as guardian of last resort for adults with disabilities over age 18.\textsuperscript{22} With 159 Georgia counties, an equal number of county directors serve as guardian of last resort but cannot serve as guardian of the property or for minors.\textsuperscript{23}

The probate judge appoints the county director as guardian if no one else is willing to serve. The judge can also name the county director, passing over others who want to serve if the judge deems it the ward’s best interest to do so.\textsuperscript{24} Although the law allows judges to tailor guardianship orders to the ward’s abilities and needs, the majority of judges favor plenary guardianships. A county director, named individually as guardian in his or her capacity as county director, is responsible for seeing that the ward has food, shelter, clothing, appropriate medical treatment, and habilitation. As the guardian of last resort the county director is unable to refuse appointment.\textsuperscript{25}

The county Adult Protective and Placement Services (APPS) provides day-to-day guardianship services when the county director is appointed guardian. The same case-
workers who investigate and provide adult protective services also serve as the case managers for wards. Because DFCS contains APPS as well as other departments (e.g., Mental Health) providing services to wards, a direct conflict of interest exists. For example, in a situation when the case manager needs a residential alternative for a mentally ill ward, the case manager must have the cooperation of the mental health worker who is supposed to locate these placements. If the mental health worker does not cooperate, the case manager can do little. The case manager can complain, but the inability to sue seriously undercuts advocacy efforts.26

Each worker’s caseload varies greatly, but the average is approximately 40. The total number of wards in the state currently is 648. About two-thirds are elderly, and the rest are adults with mental illness or developmental disabilities. Agency policy requires that the case managers visit the ward at least monthly and that they keep looking for a private guardian.27

The department is receiving increasing requests from nursing homes.28 Georgia nursing homes are interpreting the Patient’s Self-Determination Act as requiring guardianship for all those who have no decisionmaker such as a family member or friend to appoint as agent. The nursing homes have also requested that the department authorize “no codes” (“do not resuscitate” orders) in all cases when the department is serving as a resident’s guardian. The department does a great deal of outreach into nursing homes to educate the administrators and other staff on when guardianship and no codes are appropriate.29

Another problem adding to the case manager’s workload is that no public or private organization provides guardianship services for wards who have assets but no family members or friends to serve as guardian. Private attorneys serve as guardian of the property for these wards and collect fees for managing the ward’s estate, but they will not serve as guardian of the person. APPS case

26 Telephone Interview with Brownlee, supra note 24.
27 Survey response from Brownlee, supra note 23.
28 Telephone Interview with Brownlee, supra note 24.
29 Id.
managers end up serving as guardian of the person for wards who have assets and could pay for services.\(^{30}\)

The Georgia legislature may appoint a committee in its next session to study the problems with guardianship. One likely alternative is establishing an independent Office of the Public Guardian.\(^{31}\)

### C. Nonprofit Volunteer Board: Idaho

The Idaho legislature authorizes each county’s board of commissioners to create a board of community guardian.\(^{32}\) A board of community guardian consists of at least 7 but not more than 11 volunteer members. A board member who has previously provided or is currently providing services to a ward must disclose this information to the board and abstain from any decisionmaking regarding that ward. No board member can be a district court employee.\(^{33}\)

When the court finds an individual is incapacitated and needs a guardian or conservator, the court contacts the local board of community guardian. The board’s first task is to locate an individual or corporation to serve as guardian. If a suitable guardian cannot be found, the board petitions the court to be appointed guardian of the person and/or conservator of the property. Once appointed, the board has an ongoing duty to try to find a suitable individual or corporation to take its place.\(^{34}\)

The board has all the powers given to any other guardian or conservator under Idaho law. It also has access to all confidential records concerning its wards and must review and monitor ongoing need for services provided by public or private agencies.\(^{35}\)

Boards are required to assess fees for their services and are compensated as is any other Idaho guardian or conservator. If the ward has no funds, the court waives the fee.\(^{36}\) The board, individual members, employees, or visitors they appoint are exempt from civil liability for the medical decisions they make for their wards as long as the board acted in good faith, within its scope of authority, and not in a “wanton or grossly negligent” way.\(^{37}\)

The Ada County Board of Community Guardians, covering the largest county in Idaho, has been operating for about five years. The board consists of ten members who currently work in elder law or social services or are retired professionals. When the board receives a referral of an alleged incapacitated person, it first investigates to determine if guardianship is really needed. The board emphasizes the importance of an individual retaining whatever decisionmaking capacity possible. Because the board has such limited resources, it must focus on the truly needy. Most persons the board serves are totally incapacitated. Many requests are received where a representative payee, for example, is sufficient; the petitioner is referred to an agency providing these services. In some cases a limited guardianship is sought.\(^{38}\)

If the board determines a guardianship is necessary, it tries to locate a volunteer guardian and petitions to have the volunteer appointed guardian. If the ward has assets, the board will try to refer the case to a nonprofit organization providing guardianship services. If no volunteer or nonprofit guardianship agency is located, the board will petition to serve as guardian itself. One board member functions as the ward’s case manager (serves as the contact person between the ward and service agencies, pays the ward’s bills, etc.) and makes emergency decisions on behalf of the board when necessary.\(^{39}\)

The board currently is working with about 30 cases, either acting as guardian, seeking a volunteer, or evalu-
ating the need for a guardian. Requests are up about 100 percent over the past several months. Until recently the board mostly served elders often suffering from organic brain syndrome. The change in the nursing home law produced a flood of applications for guardianships for younger nursing-home residents with developmental disabilities. The board has been unable to accommodate all of these requests because it has had difficulty finding volunteer guardians willing to commit themselves to serve as guardians for potentially many years. Further, the board members themselves have no expertise in working with individuals with developmental disabilities.

The board’s major problems are lack of funding (the board operates on less than $200 for the past year), the statutory requirement that the board must petition for guardianship, and the difficulty in recruiting volunteer guardians. Board members are concerned that the county provides no resources (not even in-kind), and yet the board must petition to be guardian if an alleged incapacitated person is in need. Recently adopted legislation gives the board of county commissioners the power to budget for boards of community guardians.

The Guardianship Forum, a statewide group (sponsored by the Idaho Office on Aging) of judges, legislators, and lawyers working on guardianship reform, is considering the problems the Ada Board identified. The Forum supported recently adopted legislation that clarifies the local boards’ authority not only to recruit and train volunteers but to maintain the legal responsibility for guardianship at the board level as well as at the volunteer level. The legislation also authorizes boards to place liens on the ward’s property and collect on the liens when guardianship terminates. This should provide a much-needed source of income for the boards.

D. Government Employee Not Providing Social Services: Alabama

Under Alabama law, when no suitable person is available to serve as guardian the county’s general conservator must be appointed. If there is no general conservator then the sheriff must be appointed. In practice, however, there are apparently no general conservators in any Alabama county. Therefore, the sheriff serves as the guardian of last resort.

This system does not work well for anyone involved. In a particularly egregious case, a sheriff had been appointed guardian for a woman wrongfully committed to a mental hospital. When advocates began helping the ward, they discovered that the sheriff did not even know he had been appointed guardian for the ward. Any alternative to the sheriff is explored before the sheriff is appointed, even though not many services are available. Often the county department of human resources, when it has been providing services for a person who becomes incapacitated, will take on the added responsibility of decisionmaking for that person even though no court has appointed the department to serve in any capacity.

Attorneys who serve low-income elders report that most of their time is spent representing wards who are trying to remove their guardians. It is not clear why there are so many unwanted guardianships. Alabama’s system needs reform. Unfortunately, efforts to pass any type of social legislation requiring funds are likely to fail in the state legislature.

E. Ad Hoc System: Washington State

Although Washington law has no specific authorization for a public guardian, it has a mechanism to pay for guardianship services for indigent, incapacitated individuals. The state authorizes a Medicaid disregard allowing Medicaid funds to pay for guardian, attorney, and guardian ad litem fees, as well as for the initial assess-

40 See note 19, supra.
41 Telephone Interview with Herzfeld, supra note 38.
45 Telephone Interview with Patti Drake, Human Services Planner and Manager of the Legal Assistance Program for Title III, Alabama Comm’n on Aging (Sept. 1992).
46 Id.
47 Id.
ment to determine if a guardianship is appropriate and for services to the ward once the guardianship is established. These guardians are not monitored other than through the usual annual report to the court. No guardianship standards exist other than the state's general fiduciary laws.48

The Attorney General decided to allow Medicaid to reimburse for guardianship services some ten years ago, but it was not used very often until a few years ago. Now Medicaid dollars are often used to pay for guardianship services. This is in part a result of the need (or perceived need) for more guardianships, particularly by nursing homes concerned about their liability if they do not obtain a guardianship for residents. No statistics are available on how much this system is costing Medicaid.49

A recent analysis of the Washington system suggests that financial incentives lead to more institutionalization and unnecessary guardianships. The study recommends capping the fees or instituting a state public guardianship system.50

IV. Summary of Research Findings

This research reaffirmed many of the same issues, problems, and proposed solutions the Schmidt study identified over ten years ago. It also revealed a few new problems. The following are the major recommendations that emerged from this research:

- States should put more effort toward avoiding guardianship or conservatorship by creating and funding less restrictive alternatives.
- Education and outreach must be done with nursing homes on when a guardianship is appropriate and on the available alternatives to guardianship.
- Adequate funding must be provided to enable existing public guardianship programs to serve all those in need and to meet statutory mandates for services, and to enable new public guardianship programs to be started when there is a need.
- Potential conflicts of interest must be eliminated in programs with a division of the state or local government serving as public guardian.
- National standards are needed to set minimum requirements of service, monitoring, financial accountability, among others.
- Greater efforts must be made to recruit, train, and maintain volunteers to serve as long-term guardians, particularly for persons with developmental and mental disabilities.

Despite general awareness of many of the problems and their solutions, many states have not been able to implement solutions. Some further research and much greater advocacy efforts in the states are necessary to implement change.51

---

49 Id.
51 Questions for future research:
1) What are the most effective, least restrictive alternative services or combination of services (representative payee, bill payer, health care representatives) to avoid guardianship?
2) How can these less restrictive alternatives be funded?
3) Are nursing home liability concerns for residents without guardians justified?
4) How can advocates and nursing homes work together to balance the nursing homes’ concerns with the overall goal of using guardianship only as a last resort?
5) What are realistic potential sources of funding to provide public guardianship services?
6) How can volunteers best be used to provide public guardianship services or support?
7) What problems occur when using volunteers?
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